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This circular is a progress report of corn performance tests conducted 
by the Agricultural Experiment Station . Trials were conducted by the Agron-
omy Department and the Northeast, South Central, North Platte and Panhandle 
Stations . These Extension Circulars replace the Outstate Testing Series. 
Conduct of experiments and publication of results is a joint effort of the 
Agricultural Experiment Station and the Cooperative Extension Service. 
Acknowledgment 
ed in these trials. 
in making stalk rot 
ed test sites. 
is made to County Extension Agents and others who assist-
Ben Doupnik, D. S. Wysong and J. E. Watkins cooperated 
readings . Special credit is due to farmers who furnish-
THE METRIC SYSTEM 
The United States is committed to changing to the metric system of 
weights and measures. This conversion will take time and there will be some 
confusion until the metric system becomes more familiar . Measurement data 
in this circular are given in commonly used U. S. units followed by the 
metric units in parentheses ( ). 
Among the equivalents are: 
1 millimeter (mm) 0.0394 inches 
1 centimeter (ern) 0.394 inches 
1 hectare (ha) 2.471 acres 
1 kilogram (kg) 2.205 pounds 
1 hectoliter (hl) 2 . 838 bushels 
1 metric ton (t ) 2,204.6 pounds 








inches x 0 . 254 
inches x 2.54 
acres x 0 . 405 
pounds x 0.454 
bu/A x 62 . 78 (56# bu) 
lbs/bu x 1.287 
bu x .0254 (56# bu) 
NEBRASKA CORN PERFORMANCE TESTS 
1979 
The 1979 Nebraska corn crop set new yield and total production records. 
Estimated yields were as follows: 
Yield, bu/A (kg/ha) 
1976 1977 1978 1979 
State 85.0 (5336) 99.0 (621>) 112.0 (7031) 116.0 (7282) 
Irrigated 112.0 (7031) 116.0 (7282) 125.0 (7848) 128.0 (8036) 
Dry land 40.4 (2536) 64.2 (4030) 84.7 (5317) 86.8 (5449) 
In 1979, harvested acreages (hectares) for grain were as follows: total 
6,700,000 (2,713,500), irrigated 4,750,000 (1,923,750), and nonirrigated 
1,950,000 (789,750). 
Cool wet weather delayed corn planting in early May. Planting proceeded 
rapidly later in the month. Summer rainfall was generally adequate except for 
portions of the Southwest and other local areas. Summer temperatures were 
below normal for all months. Corn maturity was generally rated to two weeks 
behind normal. September and early October were warm and dry. This favored 
ripening and harvest lagged only slightly behind usual. Early November rain 
and/or snow and wind storms delayed harvest. These and wet grain caused the 
greatest delays in the Panhandle and Northeast Nebraska. 
Nineteen corn performance tests were planted in 1979. Locations are 
shown on the map (Page 4). Names of cooperators and dates of planting and 
harvest are shown in Table A. 
Tests included two types of entries: Experiment Station open-pedigree 
released and/or experimental combinations and hybrids entered by seed pro-
ducers under brand designations. Seed was furnished by producers from lots of 
their selection. 
These trials were conducted to provide yield and other information about 
some of the corn hybrids offered for sale in Nebraska. A fee was changed to 
cover a portion of the cost of conducting tests. Entry was on a voluntary 
basis and hybrids were selected by the seed producer. Each was limited to 
four hybrids at each location. 
The average performance of all hybrids at each test location is shown in 
Table B. Some experiments were planted thick and later thinned to the desired 
stand. Equal numbers of seeds were planted for all hybrids. The plant popu-
lation represents the average harvested plant population. Individual plots 
were two rows wide. 
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Table A. Location, cooperators and dates of planting and harvest . Nebraska 
Corn Performance Tests . 1979. 
Location 
Zone I Nonirrigated 
Richardson 
Otoe 
Zone II Nonirrigated 
Dodge 
Colfax 




Zone III Nonirrigated 
Dixon 
Cooperator 
Roland & Geral d Owens, Verdon 
Norman Rohlfing, Talmadge 
Keith Bergquist, Hooper 
Lambert Maca, Rogers 
South Central Station 
Carl Gangwish, Shelton 
Gilbert Larsen, Curtis 
Northeast Station 

















Walt Klein , Meadow Grove 
North Platte Station 
Morris Kubik, Stockville 
North Central 
Paul Platt, Long Pine 
John Grabouski , Stapleton 
Panhandle Station 
Nor t hwest Ag . Laboratory 
High Plains Ag. Laboratory 











































Duane Erickson, May 
Dundy Jeff Pribbeno, Enders May 4 October nl/ 
1/ Hailed 
2/ Yields not reported. Drouth. Excessive plot variabili t y . 
.Table B. Average performance of hybrids at each test location. 1979 . 
"' 
Row Plants Hill Yield Grain Harvest Broken Dropped Yield .1.--r-
Location 
spacing per or plant Plants c.v. ):_/ moisture plants moisture hill spacing yield ears correl ation 
" 
- - 0' 
' 
0' 0' 0' --
(em) (em) (hectare) (kg/ha) 
Richardson 30 2 . 6 30 18,120 6.7 165 . 2 15 . 2 1.5 0.4 0.24* 
(76) (44 770) (10 370) 
Otoe 36 2 . 6 30 15,100 7.1 147 . 4 15.9 1.6 0.2 0 . 20* 
(91) (76) (37 310) ( 9 254) 
Dodge 40 2.8 30 14,640 6 . 7 125.5 18.6 3 . 4 0.6 0.50** 
(102) ( 7 6) (36 180) ( 7 879) 
Colfax 30 2 . 4 30 16,730 8.9 107 . 9 19.3 3.0 1.7 0 . 20* 
(76) (76) (41 340) ( 6 773) 
Clay (irr) 30 drill 8 . 0 26,180 12 . 2 164 . 2 18 . 4 9 . 5 3.7 0 . 50** 
(76) (20) (64 690) (10 308) 
Buffalo (irr) 30 drill 7.9 26,630 13.4 158.9 16 . 1 44 . 5 6.2 0.15 
(76) (20) (65 800) ( 9 975) 
Frontier (irr) 30 drill 8.6 24,270 10 . 0 180.1 17.5 4 . 6 1.2 0.23** 
(76) (22) (59 970) (ll 306) 
Dixon 30 drill 13 . 0 16,080 6 . 8 164.3 21.0 2 . 1 0.1 0 . 61** 
(76) (33) (39 730) (10 315) 
Madison (irr) 30 drill 8 . 7 24,130 7.4 178.6 19.3 2.0 0 . 1 0.80** 
( 76) (22) (59 630) (ll 213) 
Lincoln 30 drill 16.2 12,900 14.9 86.6 19 . 7 1.1 1.2 -0 . 30 
(76) (41) (31 880) ( 5 437) 
Frontier 36 drill 17.2 10,140 10 . 5 123 . 9 17 . 3 1.6 6.3 0 . 48** 
(91) (44) (25 060) ( 7 778) 
Brown (Irr) 30 drill 8 . 2 25,470 10 . 8 124 . 2 25 . 8 3 . 5 0.6 0.14 
(76) (21) (62 940) ( 7 797) 
Scotts Bluff 30 drill 8 . 9 23,560 13.5 165.0 20.9 0.7 0 . 7 0 . 31* 
(76) (23) (58 220) (10 359) 
Box Butte 30 drill 8 . 8 23,700 13.4 120.2 24.6 0.2 0.2 - 0.17 
(76) (22) (58 560) ( 7 546) 
Cheyenne (early) 30 drill 12 . 3 16,970 28 . 8 24.3 29 . 9 --- --- -0.58** 
(76) (31) (41 930) ( 1 526) 
Lincoln (early) 30 drill 16.0 13,080 11.2 91.9 16 . 5 0 . 4 1.0 -0.49** 
(76) (41) (32 320) ( 5 769) 
Custer (early) 36 drill 14 . 2 12,310 9.0 86 . 0 19 . 5 1.1 1.5 -0 .49** 
(91) (36) (30 420) ( 5 399) 
11 Hand harvest - Richardson, Otoe , Dodge , Colfax, Lincoln, Frontier, Lincoln (early, Custer . 
Machine harvest - Clay, Buffalo, Frontier, Dixon, Madison, Borwn, Scotts Bluff, Box Butte , Cheyenne . 
2/ Correlation between moisture at harvest and acre grain yield. *significant (5% level) , **highly significant (1% l evel) . 
Negative values indicate that higher yield was accompanied by higher grain moistur e . 
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Yields shown are averages of four or more replicated plots at each lo-
cation. Hilled plots were adjusted to perfect stands. Plots were either 
hand or machine harvested and shelled in the field. Grain moisture deter-
minations were made on all replications of each experiment by oven dry ing or 
electronic methods. Grain yields are expressed on a 15.5% moisture basis. 
Bushel weight determinations, where shown, were made on entries at equivalent 
moisture contents. 
Stalk rot readings were taken previous to harvest in Clay and Buffalo 
Counties. Plants were squeezed in the first fully elongated internode above 
the brace roots. If a stalk would crush b y squeezing it was listed as having 
stalk rot. Periodic examinations of crushed stalks were made to insure that 
stalk rot was present. Counts were made on 20 plants in each of 4 replica-
tions. Percentages reflect disease incidence and not disease serverity . The 
variability of this type of data is rather high. Many factors affect the in-
cidence of stalk rot from year to year. Among these are temperature, soil 
moisture, soil type, fertilizer program, plant population, and row spacing 
as well as hybrid constitution and maturity. 
Variations in soil fertility, moisture conditions and other factors are 
found in each test area. This makes it impossible to measure yielding abil-
ity of hybrids with absolute accuracy. For this reason, small yield differ-
ences have little meaning . A statistical measure of differences required for 
significance is given in each table. These differences are computed at the 
5% and 25 % levels of significance. At the 5% level, a difference of that 
magnitude would be expected once in twenty trials through chance alone. At 
the 25 % level, a difference as large or larger would be expected by chance 
alone in one of four trials. 
In these experiments, many hybrids had essentially the same grain pro-
duction. Performance of hybrids varies with seasonal conditions, and great 
care should be used in interpreting the results of a single year 's tests. 
Earlier-maturing hybrids are favored in some seasons while later ones per-
form best in others. Some hybrids are able to withstand unfavorable weather 
better than others which may do well under optimum growing conditions. Per-
formance over a period of y ears should give a much better measure of adapta-
tion. Harvest moisture, stalk strength, and resistance to insects and dis-
eases also are factors which must be considered in selecting hybrids. 
Names and addresses of entrants are shown in Table C. The brand name, 
hybrid designation and areas where grown for each 1978 entry are shown in 
Table D. 
The parentage of open-pedigree hybrids included in these tests was as 
follows: 
Nebr. Exp. 9059 Nl52 x B73 
Nebr. 611 N7A x Mol7 
Nebr. 612 Nl32 x Nl31 
Nebr. 714 B73 X Nl32 
Nebr. 715 Nl39 X B73 
The inbred line, Nl39, was released in 1979. 
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Custom Farm Seed 
Custom Farm Seed 
Hybrid 
Nebr . Exp. 9059 
Nebr. 6ll (SX) 
Nebr. 612 (SX) 
Nebr . 714 (SX) 
Nebr. 715 (SX) 
U 390 ( 3X) 
U 393 (JX) 
X 74451 (SX) 
X 74801 (SX) 
UC 1905 (SX) 
UC 2851 (SX) 
UC 2951 (SX) 
UC 3002 (SX) 
UC 7601 (SX) 
UC 7951 (SX) 
UC 8201 (SX) 
UC 8951 (SX) 
RX 544 (MSX) 
RX 777 (SX) 
RX 90 (SX) 
RX 901 (SX) 






































SC- 1414 (SX) 
SC-1428 (SX) 
SC- 1444 (SX) 
SC-1455 (SX) 
SC- 146 (SX) 
SC- 150 (SX) 
SC-1505 (SX) 
SC- 158 (SX) 
TC- 360 (SX) 
CFS Wx220 (SX) 
CFS Wx222 (SX) 
Custom Farm Seed CFS 222 (SX) 
DeKa1b XL15 (SX) 
DeKa1b XL2 3 (SX) 
DeKa1b XL25A (SX) 

























4 , 5 
3, 6, 7 
1,2,3, 6, 7 
1,2,3,4 ,5,6, 7 
1, 2 ,3 
4,5, 
1, 3,4,5, 









2 , 3, 
3 




4 , 5, 
2 
2,3,4 , 5, 
1 , 3 
1, 3 ,4,5 
1, 2 ,3,4,5 







4,5,6, 7 ,8 , 9 
1 , 2,3,4,5, 7 


















































Funk 1 s 
Funk ' s 
Funk ' s 
Funk ' s 
Funk's 




Funk 1 s 






Go lden Acres 
Golden Acres 















































X 36 (SX) 
X 45 (SX) 
X 500 (JX) 
X 57 (SX) 
X 585 (JX) 
X 60 













G- 4 224 (MSX) 
G-4288 (SX) 
G--4315 (SX) 




G- 4520 (SX) 
G- 4583 (3X) 
G--4606 (MSX) 
GT 2060 (MSX) 
GT 3020 (SX) 
GT 3030 (SX) 
GT 4020 (MSX) 
GT 770 (MSX) 
T- E 6925 (SX) 
T- E 6945 (SX) 


















1,2,3,4,5 , 6,7 
1 , 2,3 
1 
8 
4,5,6, 7 , 8 
7 
4,5 , 6, 7 












T-E 6995- A (SX) 1,2,3 , 4,5, 
2340 
2875 
2910 (SX) 1 , 4,5 




























LX 4020 (SX) 
LX 4050 (SX) 
LX 4120 ( SX) 
LX 4220A (SX) 
LX 4330 (SX) 
LX 4370 (SX) 
LX 4375 (SX) 
LX 4500 (SX) 
MSX 37 (SX) 
MSX 42 ( SX) 
MSX 46 (SX) 
3 
2,3,4 , 5 
2 







1, 4,5,6, 7,8 







3,4 , 5, 
3,4,5, 
























































Nor t hrup King 
Northrup King 
Northrup King 
0' s Gold 
O' s Gold 
O' s Gold 
0' s Gold 
0' s Gold 
Hybrid 
MSX 60 (SX) 
MSX 65 (SX) 
MSX 70 (SX) 
MSX 77 (SX) 
MSX 84 (SX) 









HP 23 (SX) 
HP 27 (SX) 
HP 44 (SX) 
HP 61 (SX) 
H0707 (SX) 
SPX lA (SX) 
SPX 305 (3X) 
SPX 328 ()X) 
SPX 34 (SX) 
SPX 36 (SX) 
SPX 49 (SX) 
SPX 71 (SX) 
SPX 77 (SX) 

























































3 ,4, 5, 7 
4,5 
2,3,4,5, 
1,2 , 3 
1,2 , 3 
1 
4,5, 






P- A- G 
P- A- G 
SX5500A (SX) 1, 3 , 4,5 
SX5500AB (SX) 3 
TX303 (SX) 4, 5 
P- A- G 
P- A- G 
P- A- G 
P- A- G 
P- A- G 
Exp . 263048 (SX) 
SX 189 (SX) 
SX 249 (SX) 
SX 277 (SX) 
SX 333 (SX) 
SX 373 (SX) 
SX 397 (SX) 
P-A-G 314 (SX) 
Pacific Oilseeds POI-19 (SX) 
Pacific Oilseeds POI- 33 (SX) 
Pacific Oil seeds POI- 37 (SX) 
Pacific Oi.lseeds POI- 414 (SX) 
Pacific Oil seeds POI- 44 (SX) 
Pacific Oilseeds POI-80 (SX) 
Pacific Oil seeds POI-81 (SX) 
Pacific Oi l seeds POI- 84 (SX) 














POI- 88 (SX) 











35 75 (OX) 
4 , 5 , 







2 , 3, 
3, 
4, 5 , 
4 ,5, 



















Pion eer 3901 (SX) 
Pioneer 3906 (SX) 
Prairi e Stream SX5B (SX) 
Prair ie Stream SX66 (SX) 
Prairie Stream M676 (3X) 
Prairie Valley 
Prair ie Valley 
Prairie Valley 
Prairie Valley 
Prairie Valley _ 
Prairie Valley 
Prairie Valley 




Prairie Valle y 
Prairie Val ley 





























































SK 79 (JX) 
SS 176 (MSX) 
ss 178 
TS 180 (SX) 
TS 62A (SX) 
TS 64 (SX) 



























EPX SP (SX) 
EPX 677 
EPX 777 (SX) 
Weather Mas t er EPX 788 (SX) 
Weather Mas t e r EPX 888 (SX) 
Weather Maste r E.PX 973 (SX) 
Wilson 1016 (SX) 

























2, 4.5,6 , 7, 
4,5. 7 , 8 








1, 3 , 4 , 5 
2, 3 
4,5 













1, 2 , 3 














2,3 , 4,5,6 , 7 ,8 , 9 








1, 3, 7 
4,5,6 , 7 
1,2,3 
4,5, 





1 , 2 
1, 3,4,5, 
2 
8 , 9 
10 


































P- A- G 

















Agricultural Experiment Station 
ACCO Seed 
Asgrow Seed Company 
Bo-Jac Hybr id Corn Company 
Cargill 
Cenex 
Circle Seed Hybrids Inc. 
Continental Grain Company 
Farmland Indus t ries Inc . 
Malcolm H. Grieve 
Curry Seed Company 
Customaize 
DeKalb AgResearch Inc . 
Ramy Seed Company 
Federal Hybrids 
Fontanelle Hybrids 
Frundt Seed Company 
Funk Seeds International 
Ferry-Morse Seed Company 
Taylor-Evans Seed Company 
Fred Gu t\vein & Sons Inc . 
Hoegemyer Hybrids, Inc . 
Horizon Seeds, Inc . 
J acques Seed Company 
Kaltenberg Seeds 
Keltgen Seed Company 
Lynks 
McCurdy Seed Company 
MFA Seed Division 
North American Plant Breeders 
NC + Hyb rids 
Northrup King Company 
O's Gold Seed Company 
P-A-G Seeds 
Pacific Oilseeds Incorporated 
Payco Seeds 
Pfister Hybrid Corn Company 
Garst & Thomas Hybrid Corn Co . 
Prairie Stream Farms, Inc . 
Prairie Valley, Inc. 
Rauenharst Bell ows & Assoc . 
Sokota Hybrid Producers 
Stewart Hybrids, Inc . 
Edw . J . Funk & Sons, Inc. 
Tall Corn Hybrids, Inc . 
Todd Hybrid Corn Co . Inc. 
Pfizer Gene tics, Inc. 
Weathermas t er Seeds 
Wilson Hybrids, Inc . 
Winterset Hybrid Co. 
Address 
Lincoln, NE 




St. Paul , MN 














El k Point, S. D. 57025 
Momence, IL 60954 
Fremont, NE 68025 
Mankato, MN 56001 
Marion, I A 52302 
Nickerson, NE 68044 
Pella, IA 50219 
Bl oomington, IL 61701 
Geneseo, IL 61254 
Tulia , TX 79088 
Francesville, IN 47946 
Hooper, NE 68031 
Lincoln, NE 68501 
Prescot t , WS 54021 
Waunkakee, WI 53597 
Olivia, MN 56277 
Marshalltown, IA 50158 
Fremont, IA 52561 
Columbia, MO 65201 











Dassel, MN 55325 
El Paso, IL 61738 
Coon Rapids, IA 50058 
Frankfort, IN 46041 
Phillips, NE 68865 
Olivia, MN 56277 
Brookings, S . D. 57006 
Princeville, IL 61559 
Kentland, IN 47951 
Grinnel l , IA 50112 
Burlington, IN 46915 
Doniphan, NE 68801 
Scott City , KS 67871 
Harlan, IA 51537 
Winterset, IA 50273 
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Results 
Data tables for each zone are shown in sections. The 1979 zone perform-
ance is followed by two-, three-, four-, and five-year data (as available). 
These trials were conducted on an area basis with two or more experi-
ments in most zones. In many cases, relative hybrid performance vary with 
location within zones. Variety x location interactions were highly signifi-
cant in the Zone I Nonirrigated, Zone II Irrigated, Southwest Ecofallow, and 
Early Ecofallow trials. They were significant in the Zone IV Irrigated and 
nonsignificant in the Zone II Nonirrigated trials. In zone analyses, the 
hybrid x location interaction mean square was used to test the significance 
of hybrid differences. 
The correlation or r values for the relationship between moisture and 
yield for each 1979 experiment is shown in Table B. Higher grain moisture 
was significantly related to higher yield at 10 locations. Lower grain 
moisture was related to higher yield at three locations and thre was no sig-
nificant relationship at four locations. Even though the correlations were 
significant, they generally do not indicate that maturity was the major factor 
in yield. Moisture at harvest is an important consideration in hybrid sel-
ection as it does affect time of harvest and drying costs. 
Corn growing conditions in Nebraska vary greatly with years. The 1978 
and 1979 seasons were especially favorable. Period-of-years averages pro-
vide a measure of hybrid performance over a wide range of growing conditions. 
With rapid turnover of hybrids, use of shorter periods becomes necessary in 
order to include newer hybrids. 
Zone I Nonirrigated 
Two trials were harvested in Southeast Nebraska (Table la). Yields were 
high and low harvest moistures. Higher grain moisture tended to be related 
to higher grain yield. Broken plant and dropped ear counts were low. 
Production in hybrids in trials since 1975 is shown in Tables lb and lc. 
This was a period of favorable years for corn production. Sixteen hybrids 
tested for five years produced an average yield of 108 (6780) bushels per 
acre (kg/ha). Yearly average yields of these 16 hybrids were as follows: 
1975 76 (4770), 1976 102 (6400), 1977 78 (4900), 1978 131 (8220), and 
1979 153 (9610) bushels per acre (kg/ha). Relative hybrid performance 
has been fairly consistent. 
Zone II Nonirrigated 
Trials were located in Dodge and Colfax Counties (Table 2a). Early 
August moisture stress reduced yields at both locations. This was most 
severe in Colfax County. Grain moistures were higher than in Zone I trials. 
Higher moisture at harvest tended to be accompanied by higher yield. 
Period-of-years data for this zone are given in Tables 2b and 2c. Yields 
were high and relative hybrid performance was consistent. Seasonal perform-
ance of 13 hybrids varied greatly as follows: 1975 62 (3890), 1976 48 
(3010), 1977 108 (6780), 1978 139 (8730), and 1979 118 (7410) bushels per 
acre (kg/ha). The five year average yield was 95 (5960) bushels per acre 
(kg/ha). 
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Zone II Irrigated 
Three trials were harvested in this zone (Table 3a) . Yields were hi ghest 
in Frontier County . Stalk rot readings were taken in Clay and Buf f alo 
Counties. Stalk rot averaged 20 . 4% in Clay and 53 . 7% in Buf falo County . A 
fall wind and snow storm before harvest caused excessive stalk breakage in 
Buf f alo County . Broken plants averaged 44.5 % in Buffalo, 9.5% in Clay and 
4.6% in Frontie r County . Higher yields were associated with higher grain 
moisture. 
Performance in Zone II irrigated trials since 1975 is shown in Tables 
3b , 3c, and 3d. Yearly annual yields of 24 hybrids over the f i ve- year period 
wer e as follows : 1975 180 (11 300), 1976 170 (10 670), 1977 174 (10 920), 
and 1979 174 (10 920) bushels pe r acre (kg/ ha) . 
Zone III Nonirrigated Northeast 
Exceptional yields were produced in Dixon County (Table 4a). Late August 
rainfall was heavy and corn maturity was delayed . Higher moisture hybrids 
were highest in yield. Broken plant and dropped ear counts were low. 
Period-of-years yield and other data are shown in Tables 4b and 4c. 
Yearly yield performance varied greatly as follows for four hybrids: 1974 
59 (3700), 1975 96 (6030), 1977 97 (6090), 1978 119 (7470) and 1979 170 
(10 670) bushels per acre (kg/ha). The 1976 crop was a complete failure be-
cause of drouth . Under this wide range of conditions, hybrid per f ormance 
over seasons was variable. Relative hybrid performance in 1978- 1979 was con-
sistent. However, early hybrids were highest in yield in 1977 and hybrid 
di f f erences in three-, four-, and f ive- year averages lack significance . 
Zone III Irrigated Northeast 
An excellent average yield was obtained under center pivot irrigation in 
Madison County (Table Sa). Broken plant and dropped ear counts were low . 
Grain moisture ranged from 14.7% to 24 . 6%. There was a close relatioeshi p 
between higher grain moisture and higher yield indicating that later hybrids 
were most productive . 
Two-, three-, and f our-year data from this area are shown in Tables Sb 
and Sc . These trials were located on a range of soil t ypes . Average yearly 
yields of 10 hybrids tested for four years were as follows : 1976 136 (8540), 
1977 169 (10 610), 1978 136 (8540), and 1979 183 (11 490) bushels per acre 
(kg /ha). Later maturing hybrids generally were highest in yi e ld. 
Southwest Ecof allow 
These trials were planted 
rainfall was much above normal 
Frontier Counties (Table 6a). 
but not in Lincoln County . 
in wheat stubble from the 1978 crop. Seasonal 
and high yields were obtained in Lincoln and 
Later hybrids were favored in Frontier County 
Two- , and three- year average performance data are included in Table 6b. 
Because of variations in conditions between locations within years and over 
years, relative hybrid performance has been inconsistent. Late r hybrids 
generally performed best under high yield situations and earlier hybrids best 
under greater moisture stress, in these trials . 
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Zone III Irrigated Central 
An experiment in Logan County was hailed and no data were obtained. Data 
from a trial in Brown County are shown in Table 7a. A severe rain and wind 
storm in late July caused severe stalk breakage on some entries. This is 
shown as early stalk breakage. Major differences between hybrids were ob-
served. Stage of maturity or growth rate at this stage may be involved. 
Yields of some entries were greatly reduced. This type of storm represents 
an abnormal situation. These data are not being included in period-of-years 
averages. 
Two-, three-, four-, and five-year data from this zone are shown in Table 
7b. Trials were conducted over a wide area of soil types and environmental 
conditions and hybrid performance over years has not been consistent. Earlier-
maturing hybrids were highest in yield in 1974 and 1976. Later maturity 
favored higher yields in 1975, 1977 and 1978. 
Zone IV Irrigated 
Two trials were harvested in the Panhandle (Table Sa). Yields were high 
in Scotts Bluff County and higher grain moisture was accompanied by higher 
grain yields. In Box Butte County, yields were lower and there was little 
correlation of maturity with yield. 
Period-of-years data for this zone are shown in Table Sb. Relative per-
formance of hybrids was similar in 1978 and 1979. Hybrid yield differences 
were nonsignificant in three-, four-, and five-year averages. Only three 
hybrids were included in five-year averages. Their average yield by years 
was as follows: 1975 119 (7470), 1976 142 (8910), 1977 166 (10 420), 1978 
130 (8160), and 1979 146 (9170) bushels per acre (kg/ha). 
Ecofallow Early Entries 
This trial was designed to test some of the earlier hybrids under eco-
fallow. Soil temperatures under ecofallow are cooler than with conventional 
tillage. These tests represent an attempt to measure hybrid adaptation to 
those conditions. 
The trial in Dundy County was under severe drouth stress, plot variabil-
ity was high and yields are not reported. Data for trials in Cheyenne, 
Lincoln and Custer Counties are shown in Table 9a. High yields were obtained 
in Lincoln and Custer Counties. These was a negative correlation of harvest 
moisture and grain yield of all locations indicating that higher grain 
moisture was associated with lower yield. 
Period-of-years yield data are shown in Table 9b. Conditions at loca-
tions within years and over years varied greatly. Average yields by years 
for two hybrids were as follows: 1977 91 (5710), 1978 29 (1820), and 1979 
68 (4270) bushels per acre (kg/ha). 
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TABLE la. ZONE 1a. ZONE I NONIRRIGATED . SUM?:jARY. 1979. 
--~---------------~---------------------------------------------------------------------------
YIELC 1979 AVE RAG E 
------~--~---•--------------------~~~;~~~-----~CHARD~OR-~~1~f;---------------~;~;~~----~~~;;~~-
e.R~H 1-YBRIC BL/A KG/I-A CQI(_NJl BL/11 "CISTURE PLANTS EARS 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
. . . 
-----
NEBR. 611 158 I 99201 164 152 15 0 0 
-----
NEBR. 612 145 I 'l1COI 155 135 15 5 1 
NEBR. 714 lf1 1101101 187 134 15 2 0 
NEBR . 715 152 I 95401 164 14C 15 0 0 
AC.CC u ~s~ 157 I 98t:OI 172 142 17 3 1 
AC:CC uc 7951 1t:5 1103601 174 156 17 1 0 
AC.GC uc 8201 1t:e 1105501 184 152 15 1 0 
AC.CC uc ES51 15S I 9S801 167 151 19 2 0 
ASGRClo. RX 777 15B ( 99201 158 157 16 1 0 
ASGRCll RX so lt: 1 1101101 166 155 15 0 0 
ASGRCll RX SCI 157 ( 98t:OI 168 146 14 5 0 
A S-GROI RX sos 15t: I 97'l01 163 14B 17 0 0 
BC~HC 56 174 I 10'>20 I 183 164 15 2 0 
ec~J~c 56 A 171 1107401 182 16C 16 2 0 
BC~HC 562 1t:O 1100401 17C 150 17 1 0 
BC-JAC t:'l 163 1102301 173 153 15 2 0 
C~11G ILL 934 14S I 93501 156 142 14 1 0 
C~:RG I L I: 94S 160 110C401 167 152 15 1 0 
C~11GILL 'lt:7 171! 1111101 192 163 15 1 0 
CEf\EX 2371 1t:2 1101701 170 153 15 2 0 
CEl\EX 238C 151 I 94801 154 147 16 1 0 
cc~cP 22t:C 13t: I 85401 138 134 13 0 0 
cc-cP 2-3CC 152 I 95401 15'l 144 15 1 1 
CC·-.CP 2318 148 I 92SOI 158 137 17 2 1 
cern I-BR~H CG-5450 162 1101701 165 151! 15 1 0 
CE1<ALB Xl11 154 I 9t:701 16B 139 15 2 0 
l!f.KALI! XL 72AA 1t:1 1101101 172 15C 15 2 1 
C E.K ALE! XL72E! 146 ( 91701 151 140 15 1 1 
CEl<HI! Xl75 155 ( 9730 I 170 14C 15 2 0 
HBRC X 3(: 13t: I 85401 143 129 13 1 0 
E,.eRC X 4~ 14 5 ( 91001 158 131 13 1 0 
E,.fRC X t:C 163 1102301 169 156 15 1 0 
E I".B R C X t:CC 150 I 94201 154 145 16 2 1 
FCIIHIIELLE sec 159 I 9S801 161 15t: 15 0 2 
FCNTAIIl!LLE 5'l0 15t: I 97901 163 148 14 0 0 
FONTANBLLE t:6C 149 I 93501 159 138 18 2 0 
FUNK'S G-4583 160 1100401 167 152 15 2 0 
FUt.K'S G-4t:C6 14<; I 93501 164 133 15 2 0 
GCLC TAG GT ~02C 155 I 9730 I 164 146 15 1 0 
GCUC TAG GT ~C30 15~ I 96101 157 148 15 2 0 
GCLC TAG GT 4C20 141 I 88501 159 122 16 2 0 
GC.LC EN ~CRES T-E 6995 14E ( 92'l01 154 142 15 0 0 
GO.UCEN ACRES T-E t:S'l5-A 15S I 9S801 165 152 15 2 0 
GUhE IN 291C 168 1105501 186 150 17 1 0 
Gl:lloEII\ 62 153 I 9610 I 165 140 15 2 0 
HCEGE,..EYER SX2t:75 165 1103t:OI 171 159 15 1 0 
~CBGE,.EYER SX284C 165 1103t:OI 168 162 17 3 0 
HC'R I ZON 861 154 I 967CI 166 142 15 3 0 
1-CRIZCN 810 1t:2 11017CI 165 15<; 16 0 0 
JA.C,I.:E.S JX180 148 I 92'l01 158 138 15 1 0 
J~:C'L E S JX247 167 1104801 175 158 17 2 1 
I<E.IJTGEN KS115 164 1103COI 169 158 15 2 0 
I<EL TGEI'\ t<S 119 155 I 973CI 153 15t: 15 3 1 
KE.UTGEN KT11S 155 I 97301 163 147 15 1 0 
LYIIKS LX 4~3C 159 I 99801 168 15C 15 1 0 
LYNI<S LX 4370 163 110230 I 179 147 15 1 0 
LYNKS LX 4500 170 1106701 ne 161 18 1 1 
MCCURC't ,.sx 84 158 I 9S201 162 153 15 2 0 
f!i'C.CURC:Y MSX 1!4AA 168 1105501 180 156 18 0 1 
I'C.CURC't 144C 163 1102301 172 154 15 5 0 
II'C.CLRC't 78-52 177 1111101 185 169 17 3 0 
MF.A 43C6 142 I 8S101 145 13<; 13 0 0 
I'F.A 51C4 148 I 92SO I" 152 143 14 1 0 
I" FA 58C2 156 I 91'>01 166 146 15 2 0 
II! FA 59C3 147 I 92301 153 140 15 2 1 
I'IGRC-TEI<SEEC 1-P (:1 14 2 I 8~1CI 150 133 15 4 0 
I"IGRC-TEI<SEEC ,.C1C1 158 I 99201 171 144 17 0 0 
I"I;GRC-TEI<SEEC SPX 71 155 I 9130 I 162 148 18 0 0 
PI I GRC- T_EK SEE C SPX 11 16C 1104201 172 15'1 18 0 0 
CONTINUED 
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TABLE 1a . CONCLU DED. 
---------·------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Y IEL O 19 79 AV ERAGE 
----------------------------------·-----------------------------------------------------------
AvERAGE RICHARDSON c882h BROKE I'i CRCPPE O COUNTY 
ER~f\C 1-YBRIC BL/A KG/I-A BLIA BLIA MCIST URE PLA NTS EARS 
------~--~---·--------------------------------------------------------- - ----------------------
f\C-+ xsc;sc 143 I 8<;80l 148 137 14 2 0 
NC-+ 59 1H 110420) 172 160 15 2 1 
NC-+ 85 153 I 9610) 160 145 17 1 0 
f\CRHR(. P Kif\G PX72 160 110C40l 164 155 15 3 0 
NC~HRU P KI NG PX74 160 q0040l 170 15C 15 0 0 
NC'RHRUP KI NG PX87 166 110420) 179 15 2 17 1 0 
c•;s EC t; C SX3344 165 11C36Cl 167 163 15 2 0 
o •s GCLC SX55C(JA H:6 11C42 0 l 173 159 15 1 0 
P-,A-G sx 351 173 11 0860) 185 161 15 0 0 
P-.A-G SX 333 168 11055Cl 174 161 15 0 0 
P-.A-G sx 373 14<; I 9350) 164 134 16 2 0 
PA:CIFIO CILSEECS POI-81 165 11 0360) 169 161 15 0 0 
PA.CIFIC CILSEECS PCI-85 15'7 I 9980) 17C 148 17 0 0 
PAtiFIC CILSEBCS PC I -88 16 9 110610) 176 162 18 l 0 
PACIFIC CILSEBCS POI-8<; 178 111170) 18 8 167 16 2 0 
PA'YCC sxc;sc 147 I '123Cl 152 142 15 2 0 
PFISTER 75 16 0 110040) 171 149 15 1 0 
PIC NEER 30<;( 144 I 9C40l 157 131 17 3 0 
PICI\EER 3183 167 110480) 189 145 17 1 0 
PlOf\EER 3382 148 I <;2<;0 l 15 6 140 14 2 0 
PRAIRIE VALLE Y 37S 161 110110 l 167 154 15 2 0 
PRAIRIE VALLE't 76S 155 I 9730) 169 14 0 15 2 0 
PRAIRIE VALLEY 795 153 I 9H0l 173 132 16 0 0 
PRAIRIE VALLEY ate 165 110360) 172 157 17 3 1 
RBA SI.JPER 14 151 ( 9480) 157 144 16 3 0 
R8.A 114 150 I 9420) 153 147 15 3 1 
SH~~RT 6573 15<; ( 9'i8Cl 168 14 9 19 4 1 
SH WART 77 152 ( 9540) 157 146 17 1 0 
SU'PE!l CRCST 533C 152 I 9540) 161 142 15 c 1 
s u·P E R ORCST 544C 147 I 9230) 157 136 15 1 0 
SUPER CRCST 68CC 141 I 8850) 154 128 16 1 0 
St.; PER ORCST 78CC2 156 I 97<;0) 158 153 18 2 0 
TCCC IIX73 155 ( 9730 l 163 146 16 1 0 
TCCC f'IX73A 156 ( 9790) 163 148 15 1 1 
Tete 1183 15C I 94201 155 145 17 3 0 
TCCC fol<j5 161 110110) 171 151 16 1 0 
TRCJAt\ TXS115A 151 I 948Cl 162 139 15 2 0 
T RC J Af\ TXSll<; 154 I 9670) 156 151 18 2 0 
TRCJAf\ Tl18'7 14 7 ( 9230) 159 135 15 0 0 
WElATI-ER "ASTER EPX 788 132 I 82<;0) 135 128 16 5 0 
WEATHR "liSTER EP X eea 142 I 8'i10l 151 133 15 1 0 
ljE~HER f'IASTER EPX <;73 15C I 9420) 166 134 17 1 0 
lii USC N 104C 152 I 9540) 158 146 15 0 0 
W I.LSCf\ 18CC 156 I 9790) 158 153 15 2 0 
W l.LSCf\ 18CCA 152 I 9540) 165 139 17 2 0 
lji~TERSET CBtt 156 I 97<;0 l 162 15C 15 5 0 
WINTERSET CB68 170 110670) 187 153 15 0 1 
AVERAGE ALL ENTRI ES 156 . 6 9831 165 . 2 147.4 15.6 1.5 0.2 
DIF. REQ . FOR SIG. 5% 13. 0 816 15. 5 14 .5 1. 5 N. S. N.S. 
25% 7. 6 477 9. 2 8. 5 0.9 N. S. N.S . 
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TAB LE lb . ZONE I NO NIRRIGATE D. 1978-1 979 . 
ACCC 
A: c a 
S G ~ ~ vJ 
f\ J - J .:. c 
l:lO- J A.C 
: fi ~ :;: L L 
cc ·E x 
C:' EX 
: J -J P 
CJ - J P 
~ O -O v 
: ' IT 1 - 3 RA '~D 
G:' t.L f3 
O:: K ALB 
;O LD T AG 
:;J l.J TA:i 
l;JL D-: ACR E S 
GJ H I :: I !' 
rl J RI lJ 
t-l J R I i. J ' 
K:' L TGEN 
t<.=: LT S E ,'J 
L Y'l'< S 
LYNKS 
\C C U ~ D Y 
,-. FA 
FA 
r-I I :;R u- TE KS ::E D 
M I GR ~ - EK SEED 
·.c + 
:JC + 
'-I H T ii ~ UP KI N:; 
CJ ' S GJ LD 
P- A- G 
PF IS fE 
P I Cl'k ER 
P I OiJ :: E R 
P'Hd RIC Vj, LL :: Y 
P ~ f\I , I E VALL E Y 
P ~ Aif~ I c VALL EY 
SUP:' CRUS T 
SUP E C ~ O S T 
UP ER CR CJ ST 
TJ DD 
fJ Ofl 
n oJ " 
,; :;t. Tt1ER ·"lA SE R 
wiLs c· 
wl L S J J 
f/ I LS'J \l 
HY'3 RI O 
:' 3 R. 6 11 
'l EB R . 612 
EJR . 714 
f\! = 13 R. 715 
J 3 93 
uc 8 2 0 1 
RX 9 0 
5 6 
&9 
9 4 9 
2) 7l 




CG- 5 45 0 





6 6 0 
:; -4 5 8 3 
:i - 460 6 
GT 3030 
:; r 4 0 2 0 




< 51 15 
KS ~ 19 
LX 433 0 
LX 437 0 
MS X 8 4 
5 80 2 
5903 
S PX 7 1 




SX 33 44 
s x 3 33 
7 5 
31 8 3 






& 0 0 
MX73 
'1 X7 3A 
TXS1 1 5A 
r xs :1 9 
i: ?X 8 88 
10 4 0 
1800 
i 8 0 0A 
AVERAG E ALL ENTR IES 
DIF. REQ . FOR SIG . 5% 
25% 
YI ELD 
B / A KG/ HA 
2 YEAR AI/E RA S': 
145 ( 91 00 1 
1 36 ( 8 54 0 1 
14 7 ( 92 3 0 1 
145 ( 9 1 00 1 
145 ( 9 1 00 1 
1 50 ( 9 4 20 I 
14 9 ( 935 0 ) 
15 3 ( 96 10 1 
1 5 1 ( 9 4 80 1 
i4 6 ( 9 1 7 0 ) 
145 ( 9 1 0 0 1 
140 ( 8 7 90 1 
1 26 ( 79 10 1 
14 0 ( 3 79 0 1 
1 35 ( 8 4 80 1 
14:) ( 935 0 1 
144 ( 9 04 0 1 
1 39 ( 8 7 30 1 
142 ( 89 10 1 
14 4 ( 9040 1 
i 44 ( J 04 0 1 
139 ( 8 73 0 1 
1 43 ( 89 80 1 
13 9 ( fl 73 0 1 
146 ( 9 1 7 0 1 
1 35 ( 8 4 80 1 
i44 ( 90 40 1 
142 ( 8910 ) 
146 ( :)1 7 0 1 
14 5 ( 91 0 0 1 
14 '-J ( 9350 ) 
144 ( 9040 I 
14 5 ( 9 1 00 1 
142 ( 89 10 1 
148 1 n<Jo 1 
1 4 4 ( 904 0 1 
i37 ( 8 6 00 1 
147 ( 92 30 1 
147 ( 923 0 1 
147 ( 923 0 1 
142 ( 8 ~1 0 1 
1 46 ( 9 1 70 1 
15 0 ( 9 4 2 0 1 
147 ( 9230 1 
1 5 3 ( ~61 0 1 
!. 56 ( 97 90 ) 
138 ( 8 660 1 
149 ( 9 3 50 1 
144 ( 9040 1 
1 50 ( 9 4 20 1 
1 D I 8 7 30 1 
139 ( 8 73 0 1 
133 ( 8 35 0 1 
138 ( 3 6 &0 1 
141 ( 8 850 1 
140 ( 8 7 9 0 1 
14 1 ( 8 8 50 1 
1 34 ( 8 4 1 0 1 
13 6 ( 8 54 0 1 
l 3 9 ( :16 60 I 







P C T P:T PCT 
MO I S T 0R ~ 9RJ K EN ORJ PPED 
1 5 . 7 
15 . 4 
15. 3 
1 5 . :) 
17 . 3 
15 . 5 
15 . 4 
15 . 7 
14 . 9 
15 • 5 
14 . 9 
15 . 7 
1 3 . 7 
15 . 3 
l7 . 8 
15 . 3 
15 . 3 
15 . 8 
15 . 7 
15 . 7 
14. 9 
18 . 1 
15 • 8 
15 . 3 
15 . 2 
16 . 9 
15 . 0 
15 . 3 
1 5 . 6 
~5.7 
15 . 7 
15 . 1 
15 . 4 
15 . 2 
15 . 6 
15 . 8 
15 . 4 
17 . 8 
17 • 7 
1 5 . 5 
17. 9 
1 5 . 3 
1 5 .7 
15 . 4 
1 5 . 4 
17. 6 
15 . 0 
15 . 5 
15 . 3 
17 . 2 
15 . 1 
1 5 . 4 
16 . 9 
1&.4 
1 5 . 4 
15 . 6 
18 . 5 
15 . 7 
1 5 . 3 


































































































































TABLE 1c. ZONE I NONIRRIGATED. 1975- 1979. 
BRA :JD 
~SG~ UW 
0 ) -J A: 
CARGi LL 
C. :: NEX 
:J- JP 
CJ - JP 
~ OtH ANE LL c 
F J NT ~ELL ': 
F J~Tt. ~ E L E 
GJ ~ o I r.. 
L Y'I~ S 
LY 'g S 
MCCJ f\[lY 
FA 
·~ F A 
~11 GR -T EKS£ EO 
,;') , T H~U P K l'lG 
D' S ~O L D 
P<IST O: R 
P I CJ ~ E ER 
~I O'l r ER 
P~AI I E VAL L ;: Y 
P UI ~ I :O V~L L'O Y 
SJPE R CR OST 
S P E~ C~ O ST 
HCJJ A ~ 
I ~ OJ A 
:AT4ER MA STER 
AVERAGE ALL ENTRIES 
DIF. REQ. FOR SIG. 
AS G~ 'JW 
C. U :;I LL 
C':'l:: < 
co- o ~ 
: - 0? 
F) TA'I ELL f 




o • s :; o L D 
P I O'I cE R 
P ~Ai t< l " ~ ALLe Y 
S PER CRO ST 
H')J A'I 
n oJb~ 
WEAT II ER MA STER 
HY BR I D 
'IE BR. 611 
'IE B 6 12 
'l EHR . 7 :t. 
RX qo 
56 









LX 4 3 70 
~ S X 8 4 
590 2 





S X 33t.4 
75 











~ ~ BR . 611 
lE BR . 612 
rli'9R . 71 4 
RX 90 




6 6 0 
r1 S X 8 4 
59 
85 
SX33 4 4 
31 8 3 
7 6 5 
544 0 
TXS 1 1 54 
rxs: 1q 
O:PX 889 
AVERAGE ALL ENTRIES 
DIF REQ. FOR SIG. 5~ 
25% 
YIEL D 
ElJ / A ~G/ HA 





































76 60 ) 
7280 ) 
772 0 ) 
79 10 ) 
8 100 ) 
785 0 ) 
7350 ) 
73 50 ) 
741 0 ) 
741 0 ) 
77 80 ) 
77 20 ) 
741 0 ) 
7720 ) 
741 0 ) 
77 80 ) 
7600 ) 
7160 ) 
8 100 ) 
7600 ) 
772 0 ) 
753 0 ) 
8 160 ) 
8 290 ) 
8 1 0 0 ) 
741 0 ) 
8 22 0 ) 
7600 ) 
72 80 ) 
70 30 ) 
72 20 ) 
76 0 0 ) 

























741 0 ) 
6qJ Q ) 
741 0 ) 
7600) 
7530 ) 
72 80 ) 
7090 ) 
7090 ) 
735 0 ) 
7350 ) 
74 7 0 ) 
747 0 ) 
73 50 ) 
7 8 50 ) 
77 20 ) 
7 220 ) 
722 0 ) 
7 030 ) 
716 0 ) 
697 0 ) 
116 .8 ( 7333 ) 
8 . 1 ( 509 } 
4. 7 ( 295 ) 
5 YEAR AVER~ G E 
P:T P:T PCT 
~J!ST U~E B ~ O K E \1 D ~ O PPE D 
16 . 9 
17 . 0 
1 7. 1 
16 . 7 
17. 1 
16 . 6 
16 . 8 
16 . 5 
1 9 . 1 
16 . 8 
16 . 3 
19 . 3 
16 . 6 
16 . 6 
16 . 9 
16 . 7 
16 . 9 
16 . 7 
18 . 8 
16 . 7 
19 . 1 
16 . 5 
17.1 
16 . 5 
19 . 0 
16. 1 
16. s 
16 . 6 
16 . 3 
18 . 2 
16 . 7 





17 . 4 
17 . 3 
17. 9 
17.5 
17 . 5 
17.4 
17 . 3 
19 . 7 
16 . 7 
19 . 7 
17 . 7 
1 7. 4 
19 . 8 
17.7 
19 . 9 
17 . 4 
17 . 3 
17 . 5 





















































































































---- - ------------- --- - ----~ ----- -- ----------- - ----- - -------- ----------
~s ::;~ u w 
l. ~ RGI L L 
CJ- P 
) - J ? 
FJ 'H .:. 'I eL L E 
1- J tH :. tL L E 
i: SUKD Y 
c .. 
~= + 
~Hl tUc VALL EY 
SJP :: K :~ ST 
T ~ O J ~U 
T~ OJ t l~ 
w:;AT"E I' ~ S T ::R 
AVERAGE ALL ENTRIES 
DIF. REQ. FOR SIG. 
~ i' B R . 611 
r~ E B R . 6 12 



































6 9 10 ) 
64 0 0) 
716 0 ) 
7030) 
6590) 
6 5 9 0 ) 
68 40 ) 
684 0 ) 
6 H O I 
6 97 0 ) 
672 0 ) 
b8 4 0 ) 
58 40 ) 
647 0 ) 
6650 ) 




17 . 9 
18 . o 
1 B . 1 
18 . 2 
17 . 8 
20 . 3 
17.3 
2 0 . 4 
18 . 1 
19 . 2 
2 0 . 6 
18 . o 
17. 9 
19 . 1 
20 . 5 












































YIELC 19 79 AVERAGE 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
. . 
.AVERAGE DODG E COLFAX BROKE!\ CROPPEC 
E.R ~ t.. C 1-YER IC BU/A KG/1-'A BL/A BU/A ,..C I STURE PLANTS EARS 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
NEER. l:ll 1C9 I l: 8401 117 lOC 17 5 0 
NEER. 714 124 I 77EOI 131 lll: 21 l: 0 
EeR . 715 114 I 7ll:OI 124 103 22 2 0 
.AC.CC u 39C 11C I 691CI 115 104 18 6 4 
.A c.c [ LC 7951 111 I l:970J 118 104 21 6 1 
.AC.CC l:C E201 131 I 822 0 ) 140 121 19 1 1 
.A CCC l:C E951 121 I 76COJ 132 109 22 3 4 
.a sx; R c"' RX 9C 117 I 735 0 J 125 108 19 3 1 
BC..., J ~ C 432 119 I 747CJ 123 115 16 1 1 
BC-J~C 5l: ' 123 I 7720 J 132 113 20 3 1 
ec .. J.ec 562 128 I 80401 138 118 22 5 1 
CA:RG I L t 921 121 I 76COI 127 115 16 3 1 
C.A'R( ILL 922 122 I 7t:l:OI 130 114 16 4 1 
C.A:R( ILU 924 114 I 7ll:C I 12C 108 16 4 1 
CA:RG Ill 967 128 I 80401 143 113 19 2 1 
GE NE X 2371 113 I 7C901 126 100 19 3 0 
OE"EX 23EC Ill: I 72ECJ 127 104 19 2 l 
CC-CF 22l:C 111 I t:97CI 117 1C4 15 2 0 
oc .. cP 23CC 121 I 76001 133 109 19 2 1 
CC-CP 231E 115 I 72201 12 5 104 23 3 1 
C Ct\T HE R ~ 1\C CG-5450 122 ( 7l:l:C I 132 112 19 4 2 
CC:Rt.. KlN( 1148 12(; ( 791CJ 135 117 21 (; 2 
CURRY SC-150 129 ( 81COI 132 125 19 3 0 
CIJ.RRY SC-1505 124 ( 7780 I 135 113 18 4 3 
GU'R R Y SC-158 125 I 785CI 134 115 24 3 1 
CU;RR'l TC-360 115 I 72201 122 107 19 4 1 
CEJ<HE :Xll:2.A.A 114 I 7ll:OI 116 112 17 3 0 
CEl<ALE Xll:3 117 I 73%) 129 104 18 3 l 
C EJ<.Al E :Xl72.A.A 124 ( 77801 137 111 19 3 1 
Cf.KHE XL75 111 I 69701 127 95 22 2 0 
EP'I! PC X 5CC 114 ( 7HOI 123 104 17 4 1 
EP'I!RC X 57 10l: I 6650) 111 101 17 3 1 
E I'll RC X l:C 125 I 78501 134 115 19 2 1 
Ell'S RC X 6CO 113 I 70901 126 99 21 4 0 
F Ct- T .A 1\ Ell E sec 115 I 722CI 124 lOl: 20 2 2 
PCIH.AHLLE 59C 110 I 6910) 124 9l: 17 2 0 
FIJfiK'S G..,45C7 126 ( 79101 136 116 20 0 0 
FIJt-K 1 S G-4583 lll: I 728C I 122 110 18 4 2 
GCLC TAG GT 2Cl:O llC ( 69101 109 llC 16 2 1 
Gc.LC TAG GT 3C20 118 ( 74101 127 109 20 2 2 
GCUC T.A( (T 3C30 1C7 ( 67201 112 101 19 l: 1 
GC.l C El\ .ACRES T-E 6995 114 I 1ll:O I 125 103 20 l: 1 
GCI.CEN ACRES T-E l:995-A 12C ( 75301 132 108 18 1 1 
GUTiiEIN 2875 119 I 74701 128 109 23 9 4 
GUTwEIN 6 2 114 I 7160 I 123 105 20 3 1 
f CEGEP'EYER SX2l:44 121 I 7l:COI 128 113 19 3 0 
t-CEGEP'EYER SX2t:49 11C I 691CI 117 102 17 4 2 
HC.RIZCN 555 lC 8 ( 678CI 120 95 19 5 4 
t; ( ·R I ZCN 87C 124 ( 77BO I 136 111 20 3 0 
JA.CCLES JX1EO 112 I 7C301 121 102 20 4 2 
K .A.IJ T ENE ERG KXl:8 1C9 I 68401 112 1C5 15 2 1 
KAUTEI\BERG KXH 12C ( 75301 131 109 20 4 1 
KE.UHEN K S 115 123 ( 77201 132 113 20 4 4 
KE.ll HE~ KS119 11C I 69101 124 95 18 3 1 
LYNKS LX 4375 1C 9 ( 68401 118 10C 18 2 0 
P'C:C URC'T: ,..sx 6C llC ( 69101 120 99 18 5 2 
P'C:CL.RC'T: MSX 65 121 I 76COI 126 115 19 3 0 
~C.C U fl['( ,..sx 1C 111 I l:97CI 118 103 19 4 1 
,..c o ll[~ ,..sx 84 123 I 772CI 133 113 19 3 1 
,..I{;RC-TEKSEEC HP 44 121 I 7l:COI 130 112 19 2 3 
I' I.GilC-TEKSEEC SPX 3" 12l: I 79101 140 112 20 0 1 
P' IGRC-TEKSEEC SPX 3l: 117 ( 7350 I 131 103 18 3 0 
P' IGRC-TEKSEEC SPX 71 i24 I 77e01 132 116 21 5 1 
NC-+ X595C 113 I 7C901 120 105 18 0 0 
NC-+ 59 12l: I 79101 138 113 20 2 1 
r-;('.RH-R UP KII\G PXl:SA 1C4 ( 65301 111 96 16 3 1 
NC:RTI-RUP KI NG PX72 131 ( 82201 141 120 20 4 3 
NC:RH-RUP KING PX74 1U ( 791CI 132 119 19 2 0 
CONTINUED 
TABLE 2a. CONCLUDED. 19 
~-~-~-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
YIELD 1979 AVERAGE 
---------~---~--------------------~-----------------------------------------------------------
AVERAGE DODGE CO LFAX BROKE I\ CRCPPED 
i.RAI\C 1-'CBRIC BL/A I<G/1-A BLIA BL/A MCISTURE PLA NTS EARS 
--~-,-~-----------~---------------~-----------------------------------------------------------
P-.A-~ sx 33:! 129 81CCI 142 116 19 4 1 
P-A-f sx ~B 122 7HCI 134 11C 22 1 1 
IIA:CIFIO CILSEBCS POI-33 1CE: 665CI 112 100 15 3 0 
PA:CIFIC CILSEECS POI-37 114 1160 I 114 114 16 2 1 
PA.OifiC C ILSEHS POI-It14 123 112C l 137 108 19 3 1 
PA.CIFIO CILSEBCS PCI-1!4 117 1350) 125 lC8 18 6 1 
PA'Y C C sxc;c;c 11~ 7220) 117 112 19 3 2 
PFISTER 75 128 80401 138 111 20 4 2 
P ICNHII 3382 116 7280) 126 105 19 3 0 
PICIIEER 331!8 112 7C30l 116 108 18 3 1 
PICHER 3575 10<; 6S40l 113 105 16 3 3 
PICHER 372C 111 E:S70l 115 106 15 2 1 
PillA I II Ill VALLEY 38<; 1C8 678Cl 108 108 15 2 1 
PRAIPIE VALLEY 75E: 11<; 7470) 124 113 20 1 1 
PRAll! IE \lALLEY H:S 122 7H0l 131 113 19 4 2 
PR.A I II IE VALLEY 767 121 1t:COl 12':l 113 19 2 0 
RB.A SUPER 4 118 7410) 121 115 19 6 0 
RBA 114 121 7600) 13C 112 18 5 1 
RB.A 120 12C 7530) 131 108 22 3 2 
SHIOIRT E:573 12C 7530) 132 107 23 1 3 
ST.EWART 11 118 7410) 124 111 22 4 1 
SUP Ell CReST 533C 112 7030) 121 103 18 2 0 
SUPER CRCST 544C 123 77201 132 114 19 2 1 
SUP Ell ORCST 68CC 1C2 64001 108 96 21 4 0 
SlJ'PEII CRCST 78CC2 12 5 7S501 136 114 21 3 0 
TC.CC MX73 117 1350) 125 10<; 20 4 3 
TCCC MX73A 114 1160) 122 106 20 4 2 
Tete 1"83 llC 6910) 125 94 20 6 1 
TRCJAN TXS115A 116 7280) 128 103 20 2 1 
TRCJAI\ T1C58 96 6030) <;<; c;z 16 1 0 
TRCJAI\ TllCe 95 5SE:0) 101 8<; 16 5 2 
TRCJAI\ T uec; 112 7C30) 118 106 21 2 0 
W 1.1.: SCN 1C4C 115 7220) 117 112 18 3 0 
WI.LSCI\ 1ecc 121 76CO l 135 107 20 5 1 
WlLSCI\ 1!CCA llE: 7280) 125 106 21 4 1 
WIUSCI\ 1812 115 7220) 121 lOS 18 1 1 
WINTERSET CBH 12C 7530) 128 112 19 5 2 
WltHERSET ceee 114 7H:Cl 129 98 22 3 1 
AVERAGE ALL ENTR IES 116.9 7339 125.5 107.9 19.0 3. 3 1.1 
DIF. REQ. FOR SIG. 5% 10.0 628 11.8 9.4 2.2 3.7 N.S. 
25% 5.9 370 6.9 5.5 1.3 2.2 N.S. 
20 
TABLE 2b. ZONE II NONIRRIGATED . 1978-1979 . 
------------ -- -------------------------------------------- ------------
YIEL D PCT PCT PCT 
BR Ai.D t-J YBR I D BU / ~ K:; / HA MOISTUR:' B~OKF.N DROP'PED 
--------------------------------- ------------------ -------------------
2 YE~R AV ERAGE 
-------------------------- --------- ---------------- ----- --------------
'E o . 6 11 120 ( 7530 , 19 . 2 3 0 
· E[' R. 714 13 4 ( e410l 21 • 8 4 0 
'l ERR . 71 130 ( 8 160 ) 2 2 . 1 2 0 
CC Cl J C 82 0 1 141 ( 8 850 ) 20 . 6 1 1 
A:: J u: 895 1 1 31 ( 82:20 ) 23 .7 2 3 
ASG ~ .: I'.' ~X qo 130 ( 8160 ) 2 0 . 1 2 1 
UCJ -J r,c 56 135 ( 8480 1 21.2 1 1 
::; ~ R :; IL L 924 123 ( 77201 17 . 8 2 1 
CE"lf.X 2371 24 ( 17 80 1 19.1 2 0 
CENt>- 21 80 128 ( 8040 ) 20 . 6 0 
0 - 0P 2?6 0 120 ( 75 30 I 15. 8 2 0 
CJ- J P 230 0 134 ( 8410) 2'J.7 2 1 
CO - OP 231 8 127 ( 797 0 1 24 . 3 ., 1 '-
::.:JNTI - BRA:-.JO c .- 5450 134 ( 8410 ) 20 . 4 2 1 
::UR H s:-1 50 137 ( 860 0 1 2'J . 6 2 0 
UEKA LP. XL6 2t..A 122 ( 76601 18 . 8 2 1 
O::KAL B XL 63 123 ( 77 20 I 19.6 2 0 
o :=KU B XL7 2 AL 132 ( 8290 ) 2J . 5 2 l 
f' J ,'H A'l::.Ll c :> flO 126 ( 7910 1 21 . 1 2 1 
F 0 NT A i~ E L L _ 5qo 125 ( 7850 1 19. 1 2 0 
FU.,.K ' S :;-45 0 7 136 ( 8540 1 20 . 7 0 1 
f- J j'( I S :;-4 583 125 ( 7R50 1 20 . 2 2 1 
OLD TAG Gl 3030 122 ( 76 60 ) 20 . 2 5 0 
i3 JL Dr: \J ACR ES T- E 6995 130 ( S160 1 21.2 3 1 
·u TW ~ 1 62 126 7910 ) 2 0 . 6 2 1 
IIOR I ZOI ; 555 122 76601 20 .1 3 2 
HOR il O 870 133 835 0 1 21. 0 2 0 
KHT \J BE RG KX6 8 119 747 0 1 1S.1 1 1 
K ~LT •: BEI{G <. X76 135 8480 ) 21.2 2 0 
K:'L rE rJ KS l l 5 137 8600 1 21.6 2 2 
K:'LT H KS 1 19 i25 7850) n. 1 2 l 
~1 CCJ R D Y "' S X 60 125 7850) 19 . 1 3 1 
r«~ :CU H D Y MS X 6 5 13 0 8 160 1 20 . 1 1 0 
t-I :SURDY t~S X 70 12 8 804 0 1 2 0 .~ 3 0 
r IG iU-T t:KSE':D srx 3 4 130 8 160 1 20 . 8 0 0 
M I G R 11- TE: K S E E 0 S PX 36 129 8 100 1 19 . 8 2 0 
M IG ~ :J - TtKSE E IJ SPX 71 132 82901 22 . 1 3 1 
'I C + 5q 136 85 40 1 21.0 1 1 
r ORT .RUP KI NG PX74 136 8540 ) 20 . 6 2 0 
P- A- G sx 333 13~ 81' 30 I 20 .3 3 1 
PFl ST R 75 136 8540 1 20 . 8 3 2 
PI ON::-E R 3382 129 8 !00 ) 20.3 2 0 
1-' I O~L::E R 3388 122 7660 1 19 . o 2 1 
P I C'.J :: t: R 35 75 117 735 0 ) 17.1 2 2 
PRA I RI E VALL EY 765 136 8540 1 20 . 7 2 2 
s u PE I{ CROS T 5330 123 772 0 I 19.6 1 0 
SU PE" S~ OS T 5440 137 8600 ) 2J . 8 2 1 
SJP ER CROST 6 HOO 118 74 10 1 22. 3 3 0 
TO DD MX73 12 8 80 40 I 21.5 2 1 
fJ OD ~1 X 7 3A 126 7910 ) 20.9 3 1 
T~ O J A TX S 11 5~ 126 791 OJ 21 .1 1 1 
'r. IL SON 104 0 121 76 00 1 19. 9 4 0 
WILS J \j 18 00 130 81601 21.0 3 1 
WILS CN 180 0A 133 8350 ) 22.4 3 1 
WI LS Ll1 ' 1 812 124 7780) 19.5 6 1 
AVERAGE ALL ENTRIES 128.6 8074 20 .4 2.2 0.7 
DIF. REQ. FOR SI G. 5% 8.6 540 1.2 2.0 1. 3 
25% 5.0 314 0.7 1.2 0.8 
TABLE 2c. ZONE II NONIRRIGATED. 1975-1 979. 
BRA :;D 
BJ -J ~ C 
CO - Of' 
: J - J P 
FJ 'HH -.ELLE 
FJNT AN:: LL E 
F UNK ' S 
KALT t: NBE RG 
Kt. L T ~ ~t:;E RG 
~1 ::e~ DY 
1<1C CJ DY 
M: CU RD Y 
~I! G R ::: - TEKS E ED 
'I I G'l. J -TE'< SEE D 
.·C + 
'JJ~ THRUP Kl'J:; 
PFISTE R 
or o i:E R 
f' I D-. t. ER 
P<A! Rlt VAL LEY 
SJP ER CROS T 
S.UP~ R CR OST 
TJ DJ 
TR OJ '' 
'ti lL S ON 
W!LS0 \1 
AVERAGE ALL ENTRIES 
DIF. REQ . FOR SIG. 
BJ - J AC 
:J - :J P 
FON T NE LL~ 
KH ENB ERG 
K ~LT c ... BE <l. G 
MCCJ RDY 
MCCU RD Y 
t~ I GU.: - TE KSEE J 
M!G< ..; -Tc '<SEED 
C+ 
P! O\I c ER 
D{t.! R I E VALLEY 
S JP ~ C OS T 
TOD D 
n ::JJ .~ \1 
W!L5 ( 
AVERAGE ALL ENTRIES 
DIF. REQ. FOR SIG. 
J-J <'. : 
FJ'IIT t. \li:LL<: 
MCCJ RDY 
I:;R J -T ~KSEED 
Yo! GR .•- TEKSo'::D 
r; + 
PI O'l c E R 
P ~ ll lfdE VALLEY 
SJ PER CR OS T 
TOOJ 
H O J l. '~ 
WI L S ~> 
HYBRID 
N':: BR. 6il 
























TXS 11 5 A 




:•EBR . 6 11 



















,JE 3 R. 611 
56 
580 
"' S X 60 
SPX 34 




5 44 0 
MX73 
TXSll5A 
10 4 0 
AVERAGE ALL ENTR IES 
DIF . REQ. FOR SIG. 5% 
25% 
YIE LD 
BU/A KG/ HA 
































7 2 2 0 ) 
7970) 
7 910 ) 
78 50 ) 
753 0 ) 
74 10 ) 
7 66 0 ) 
79 :o) 
747 0 1 
7 030 ) 
7 9 10 ) 
7 47 0 ) 
76 60 ) 
76 00 ) 
7 660 ) 
77 80 ) 
8040 ) 
8040) 
7 910 ) 
76 00 ) 
72 80 ) 
61 60 ) 
79 70 ) 
71 60 1 
766 0 ) 
7 47 0 ) 
73 50 ) 




























672 0 ) 
678 0 ) 
62 8 0 ) 
59 00 ) 
665 0 ) 
64 00 ) 
6 53 0 ) 
6530) 
64 00 ) 
6 910 ) 
6150 ) 
697 0 ) 
6650 ) 
6530 ) 
647 0 ) 



















603 0 1 
5900 1 
578 0 ) 
5900 ) 
5840) 




5~ 60 ) 
5900) 
5 640 ) 
95.1 ( 5970 
N.S . 
4 . 5 ( 283 
PC T PCT PCT 
MOISTURo BR OKE DROPPED 
19 . 8 
21 . s 
21. 2 
20 . 7 
2 4. 6 
21 . 0 
20 . 1 
20 .5 
2 0 . 9 
1 6 . 7 
21 . 2 
19.4 
20 . 1 
21.4 
20 .7 
20 . 9 
2 1. 0 
2:> . 6 
2 0 . 5 
20 . 5 
19 . 6 
20 . 5 
20 . 5 
23 . 0 
21. 2 
20 . 9 





19 . 6 
21 . 6 
20 . 8 
20 . 0 
20 . 2 
16 .1 
2J . 3 
1 8 . 7 
19 . 1 
2:> . 3 
20 . 0 
2 0 .6 
1 g . 4 
19 . 6 
20 . 4 
20 . 4 
20 . 2 




19 . 1 
2 0 .3 
19 . 6 
17. 9 
19 . 6 
19.6 
20 . 1 
17.7 
1~ . 2 
19 . 9 
20 . 0 
20 . 0 
19 . 4 
19.4 
1.1 










































































































































YIELC 1979 AVERA GE 
~~~---~---~--~---~----------------;~~;~~~--------cLAv ___ suFFAio--FRONTIER--------------~;~;~~---~;~;;~~---;;~~; 













CARG i L.L 
CARGILL 










































K E.L T G E,\ 
KE.LTGEII 





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE 3a. CONCLUDED. 2.3 
-------------~----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------YIELD 1979 AVERAGE 
--~---~-- -~-·~----------------·-----------------------------------------------------------------------------AVERAGE CLAY BUFFALO FRONTIER ERCKEN DROPPED STALK 




176 111C5CI 179 167 181 17 20 
" 
32 
I'IGRO-TEKSEEC SPX 3'o 173 1108601 173 165 182 17 16 3 36 
I'IGRC-TEKSEEC SPX 71 183 1114901 195 164 190 19 19 4 32 
I'UiRC-TEI<SEEC SPX 11 184 1115501 191o 159 199 19 17 3 29 
t.C+ X 59 SO 162 1101701 150 157 179 17 16 4 37 
Ill(+ 59 182 I 114301 17C 193 183 17 20 3 31 
NCRTHRliF 1<11\G Pxsc; 157 I 9ef;OI 152 137 181 15 21 4 29 
NORTHRt;P KlfiG PXt9A 158 I 99201 164 137 173 15 17 3 28 
IIIC.ATHRIJ P KIIIG PX72 181 I 11360 I 181 175 186 17 25 5 39 
NCRTI-RIJP KlfiG PX71o 171 I 10740 I 157 179 178 18 22 4 44 
0 •.;s GC~C SX~353 174 1109201 172 158 192 18 22 4 43 
D •.;s GCLC SX55COA 178 1111701 183 154 196 17 21 3 34 
C ' . .S GC.UC SX5500Ae 174 I 10920 I 158 166 199 17 18 4 47 
P-4-G sx 351 177 1111101 182 170 179 17 21 3 25 
P-.A-G sx 333 172 1108001 175 153 189 17 2t 5 39 
P-A-G sx 373 18t I 11t:8C I 185 17C 204 20 15 4 31 
P-.A-G 3llo 161 1101101 157 165 161 16 22 6 47 
PAC I fi l.C C1LSEECS POI-33 154 I 967CI 144 152 167 14 14 3 36 
PACI~l.C CILSEECS PCI-37 156 I S7901 158 145 166 14 12 2 32 
PAOIFI.C CILSEECS POI-Io14 183 I 111o90 I 191 177 181 17 20 4 33 
PAt IF 10 C !LSEECS PCI-44 135 I E4801 103 127 174 14 13 3 48 
PA'VCO sxc;so 159 I <;9801 1 7C 127 179 17 22 5 37 
PFISTE.A 75 182 I 11430 I 183 175 188 18 24 4 29 
P ICIIEE:II 33t:C 179 1112401 173 172 193 18 12 3 32 
P1C,..EE:R 338t: 17C 11Ct:701 150 183 176 16 1'7 4 30 
P ICNiiER 3 51o 1 170 1106701 16() 173 176 15 e 2 23 
PRIAIRIE STREAI' H61t 151 I 94801 149 151 152 16 20 4 34 
PR41RIE STREAI' sxse 178 1111701 18t: 169 179 17 17 3 43 
PRAIRIE StREAI' SXH 16t: 1104201 16C 153 186 17 14 3 37 
PR41RIE VALLEY 73C 171 11C7401 16<; 159 185 17 23 4 28 
PRAIRI£ ~ALLEY 76S 165 1103601 146 146 203 17 19 3 47 
PR.A I R ll: VALLEY 767 155 I 97301 167 118 180 18 15 3 29 
PRAIRIE ~HLEY 818 179 1112401 167 170 199 20 13 3 24 
RBA SUPER 14 159 I '79801 174 133 170 19 20 4 4D 
RBA SUPER 4 173 1108601 160 177 182 17 20 3 43 
RBA 12C 162 1101701 163 161 163 19 21 4 38 
SCI<CT A SK 79 15C I '742CI 13<; 151 161 18 15 4 33 
SQ<CT A TS 18C 140 I 87901 128 121 171 16 23 5 44 
SCl<CTA TS e2 172 11C8COI 173 160 182 18 21 4 44 
STEioiARl t57:? 161 I 1Cll01 153 152 177 20 20 3 31 
Sl:PER :CRCST 533C 168 11C55CI 175 161 167 17 14 3 34 
SUPER CRCST S44C 173 11C86CI 181 164 175 18 15 3 34 
SUPER :C RC S T 68CC 158 I 99201 141 141 191 19 23 4 48 
SUPER .CRCST 780C2 184 1115501 175 170 206 19 13 3 32 
TAJJL CCRII I'SX 112 153 I <;6101 155 133 171 16 15 3 26 
TA.U L CCRII SX115 175 1109901 17'7 174 171 18 19 3 46 
TA_LL CCRII TX 1le 156 I S7901 1St 138 175 18 20 4 41 
TCCC PIIX73 170 11C6701 17C 170 170 19 18 4 37 
TC:CC HX73A 167 1104801 174 180 148 18 14 3 26 
TCCC 1495 183 1114901 176 19 2 181 20 15 3 34 
TR.CJAfl TXS115A 164 11C3001 163 157 173 18 25 3 50 
TRCJAfl TlC58 133 I 83501 120 119 161 16 19 3 42 
TRCJA,_ TllE9 171 1107401 163 1t:4 185 19 15 3 29 
WEATt-E:R ~ASTER EPX "188 124 I 77801 13C 102 140 19 14 4 28 
loiEAHEA ~ASTER EPX eee 154 I <;6701 14t: 151 165 17 18 3 33 
WE4T ti E.A I! ASTER EPX 913 17C 11C67CI 165 176 168 20 21 4 32 
Wl.LSOII 10ioC 155 I '77301 143 151 170 17 21 4 40 
Wl.LSCII leCC 180 lll3CCI 182 169 188 18 H : 3 38 
Wl.LSOII 18CCA 174 110<;201 163 178 182 19 23 3 47 
WI" TER.SE T cet:e 163 11C2301 15C 168 171 18 20 4 42 
WINTER.SET CBe<; 199 1124901 197 186 214 19 17 4 32 
AVERAGE ALL ENTRIES 167 . 7 ( 10528 ) 164.2 158. 9 180.1 17 .3 19.4 3. 7 37.0 
DIF. REQ. FOR SIG. 5% 19.6 ( 1230 ) 27.8 29 . 7 25.3 1. 7 9.2 1.8 18.2 
25% 11.5 ( 722 ) 16.4 17 .5 14 .9 1.0 5.4 1.1 10.6 
24 
TABL E 3b . ZONE III IR RIGATED. 1978-197 9 . 
Y I f.. L C ~ C T P: T PC T 
HYP.R ! Q f3 U / /\ K(; / H~ M~ I S T J~ E q { J ~ ~ ~ DRJPP~J 
2 y ~~ .... l'J..Vc ' AS :: 
-- ----------------------------------------------- ----- - ----- - --- - -----
---- - •J= !q . 61 1 15 4 ( 9FJ 7 C l 17. 2 :. 8 2 
----- ~ t:: e~ . 7:4 1 70 ! 1 06 70 ) i7 . R 1 q 3 
- ---- ·. ;::::; R • 1 5 1 7 6 ! 11050 ) 18 . 1 1 6 2 
\ - ,_ ~ u: 7 -:1 51 1 59 ( cnao l n . z l R 3 - ..i ....,; ..J 
.- r . .., J:: q ., n ~77 ( l ! L Ol :. 7. 8 l~ 3 Ht.., L.. -' ·-· L.. u .... 
,.. - '"""' t... ._. t..., ..... J ·: ~ '-1 5 1 73 ! 1 0 ~60 ) 1 q . 8 10 3 
1\ S :; ~ ~ ~: \( ' l O 1 8 1 ( i l 3 60 ) 1 7 • 6 16 3 
e J -J !) C :> ~ l; :.. 7 0 ( 0 670 1 17 . 3 1 7 -L 
tl] - j ., ( _; (, 1 6 3 ! 1 0 5 5U l 18 . 2 1 6 3 
: t. R"; : LL '-J -, I ' ~ l4 C ( 9?9 0 ) 16 . 4 18 l 
c ~r.; LL ·; 4 '-} l. ci 3 ! ~14 CJO ) .. 7 . 8 i3 2 
.:.::n:: -< 23 71 " 7 2 ( 108 00 ) 1 6 . 0 2 7 3 
: :: ··E < ~331) 1 ::1 5 ( ')7 30 ) l 7 . 9 1 8 3 
:: J - :w 2 2 60 l42 ( 8910 ) 14 . 5 !~ 3 
CJ - 1? 230') 157 ( qR 6 0 ) 17 . 5 15 2 
: o- ·JP 23 1 d ... lt 1 ( 38 50 ) 2[) . 0 2'2 3 
::: J ' JT ; - S R 6 D : :; - ':> 4 SO 1 75 ( 1 09 ) 0 ) 1 7. ') 12 2 
C J"{~ Y S C- i ':u 1 8 1 ( d 360 ) l7 . S ... :- 2 
:... J S T = · FAq SE:: u C FS VJX22Z 1 'JQ ( 99 8 0 ) 111 • 4 20 2 
~ ::K '\L :} X L l 6 2 u ~ ~ 4 5 ( 9 1 0 0 ) 1 6 • 3 28 3 
t .! ::!(~L l(l 7 2/\.A 1.7 6 ( 11 050 ) 17 . 8 1 3 2. 
r ; T. I :: LL :: )Q () 1 7 0 ! 1 0 6 7 0 ) 18 . 0 12 3 
rJ I T :. ~ c L LL :) ' 10 1 6 5 ! ~ 0 3 60 ) l 7 • 2 l ~ 2 
HU 'li JT sx :..4 i 6~ ( ~06 1 0 ) 17.7 1 9 3 
F U~ CT S '<B :i i. 85 ! 116 10 ) 1S . 6 15 3 
U'lK ' S G- 4 50 7 17 4 ! 1 0 12 0 ) 1 3 . 1 17 3 
F J '\ <' S :; -4 520 173 ( 0 8S Ol 1 7 . 7 l S 4 
F J i~K ' S S - 4 o 6 :. 6'-1 ( 1 0 61 0 ) 17.4 1 7 3 
' L D TA:; ..;r 303 0 1 5 7 ( <Jo60 l 17 . 3 17 3 ,, 
' J L :l : ' t s.)F s T- :: 699 5 l 7 3 !l 08tC l 1 s . 3 lS 3 
l l JR I l C1Ii c3't ~ 1 42 ( 6 ~ 10 ) 1 f, . 8 16 3 
rEJIU /. U ' l e 7 0 1 75 ( 1 0990 ) 18 • (' 1 7 J 
J ~ :: ~ ur s J X:'3] 1 68 ! 10 ':> 50 ) 1 8 . Cl 1 8 2 
K'::: l T C:: '~ < ~1 06 13 9 ( 87 3 0 ) 14 . 6 lO 3 
K:: L L, C: l'J K5>: en 144 ( 904 0 ) 15 . 8 14 2 
K. :: L TIJ c 1'-i KS l l 5 1 7 0 !1 0 6 7 0 ) 19 . 0 1S 3 
K r:= L T l"; ~"J '< S :~ q 15 8 ( 97 20 ) l 7. 8 13 2 
LY K.J LX lt? 20 A 14 0 ( 8 7 '-1 0 ) 14. 5 12 2 
L Y\J K :, L X 43 30 1 7 6 !1 1 0 5 0 ) 18 • 3 14 2 
LCJ< S L '< 4 3 7 0 1 5 7 ( 9860 ) 17.3 :z 2 
t·1CCU.\O Y "l ~X 7 7 : 68 (~ 0 55 0 ) 18 . 3 1 6 3 
~-' :: C U R D Y 15 X Q,4 177 !11 11 0 ) 1 7 . 8 13 3 
MF t\ 5 3 02 1 6 1 ( 1 0 1 i. 0 ) 17 . 8 1 1 2 
r-I F A 5 q 0 3 . 5 1 ( 9 4 80 ) 17 .7 19 3 
CONTi i~UED 
TABLE 3b. CONCLUDED. 
BRAND 
r·l I :; R .,- T '= K S >::::: J 
Ml :;{ , -T c '< St:I:J 
1•\ I GR. - T i= K S :: ~ 0 
r.J :; R.=_ - EKS ::C:D 
'.. :+ 
;[l.U I ;;:.up Kl 'J~ 
J ' S i ;]LJ 
P- A- C 
? - A- ,, 
PF lST t:R 
r' l O·' :.. [R 
I L ::: R 
1-' I C 'L::: R 
1-'~AJ : U:: ST TI-c A'-4 
VUi f.: I c STK fA/1-i 
? ~ : I ;{ I :. V ~->. l L ~ Y 
~ A I ~- I E V ~ l L - Y 
fJ { A I ,d t V ,\ L L E: Y 
SUP :: r, C{ JS T 
~ J JJ c ,·, c:u s r 
SUP E: .\ CROS T 
TJ DD 
1) 00 
T Q J /'1 \J 
·,q L S _l '·l 
\ ILS " '-1 
w I L ') ; .' l 
HYBRID 
H r> 4'+ 
SP X 3 4 
s~x 7_ 
:) !J X 7 ~ 
PX 74 
S'<?50 0t, 





3 33 h 
3 '>41 
SX S t3 
SX 6u 
n o 





:~ X7 3 
"\ X73 A 
T XSl~SA 
1 C4 0 
l cw o 
1 -SOO A 
AVERAGE ALL ENTRIES 




2 YEAR AVERAGE 
1 8 2 (114 30 ) 
165 ( 1 0360 ) 
:i. 8 0 ll l3 CO l 
l6:j (1 ('6 10 ) 
177 (lll ll) ) 
: 7 3 ( ~ 0 8 6 (J ) 
1 73 (1 0 .360 ) 
l72 (1 080 0 ) 
16 8 ( 10530 ) 
1 68 (1 ~5::) () ) 
~76 (1 10 50 ) 
187 ( 1174 0 1 
173 (1 0860 ) 
162 (1 017 0 ) 
17 5 ( 1 09 -~ 0 ) 
16 8 (1 0550 ) 
l 75 ( 1 0910 ) 
1 68 ( l05SO l 
1 8 5 (1 161'1 ) 
162 ( 1 0 1 7 0 ) 
17 0 (1 067 0 ) 
1':>3 ( 9610 ) 
162 (1 0 170) 
1 6 7 ( l 04 2 0 ) 
171 ( 1 0 74 0 ) 
151 ( }4 i3 0) 
1 70 (1 0 670) 
17 5 ( 1 0490 1 
166.6 (10459) 
18.0 ( 1130) 
10.6 ( 665) 
PCT PCT PCT 
MOISTURE BROKEN DROPPED 
:7.7 
17. 8 
l q . 1 
1 ''}. 3 
17.5 
UJ . 0 
17 . 9 
l 7 .1 
i7 . 5 
1t- . 8 
17 . 9 
l7. •:} 
16 .2 






17 • 2 
17. G 
18 . 5 
1 8 • 7 
1 8 .1 
18 . 0 
17. 0 






































































TABLE 3c. ZONE II IRRIGATED. 1977-1979. 
.~ l - J . l,. 
p J - J : .. : 
:: 1'1 :< :; LL 
.: ~ \1 F i , 
C : i\O:X 
::. J - (l;J 
.::J - :::; 1' 
( J R~ Y 
~J i': T ::. ' ~ t LL E 
r J ' Jl .::. 'H . L L t: 
r J-1'<' S 
fU NK' S 
11 J ~I t J'•J 
HJ ,{I LJ : J 
, J~ =-.(JlJ C. s 
L Y\K :-. 
L y 'J < ~ 
·~ I ::;n ::- -F KS':=i.=D 
~ I ;; <. '-E !<.S :-: E ) 
., :: + 
:; •s ,;J LJ 
::.. • S 1-:; 0 LD 
1-' I ' t c 1<. 
i=> J J·~ _ i:: r-t 
:'>I s~~ ~ E. R 
P ~ A I ~ I t S Tf{ t A!.-, 
P UI ~ I L. ST CI\M 
?~ AI ~d E V t. LL c Y 
.=> ~~I U c:. V!l.LL E Y 
S JP E.z C~JST 
S J P[ x CR UST 
fJ C; D 
H CJ J !'. 'l 
w I L S : : ~ 
x i L S V J 
i r:L\ R . 6ll 
·~ CEH' . • 7 14 
uc 7J 5 1 
u::: ~951 
.~ X 40 






23 : 8 
s c- t: c1 




J 7 0 
J Xl SO 
LX 43 3 0 
LX 437 0 
III S X. 5 4 




SX 3 500 AH 
314 
336 0 
33 3 6 
j 5 4l 





;) 8 0 0 
,••,X7 3 
f XS1 1 5A 
l 0 ' t 0 
1 80 0 
AVERAGE ALL ENTRIES 
DIF. REQ. FOR SIG. 5% 
25 % 
Y r cL o 
BU/ A KG/ HA 
3 Y ~AR AVt e<.'< Gc 
15 6 ( 979()) 
171 I 1074 0 1 
164· 110300 ) 
173 11086 0 1 
l 7 j I 1 0 ':1 •) 0 ) 
171 11 074 0 ) 
172 11 0800 ) 
1 5 ?. I 114 3 Ci I 
1 7 6 1110 5 0 1 
160 ( 1004 0 ) 
16J 11 00 4 0 ) 
i 51 I 9 4 80 1 
1 80 11 1 3 00 ) 
170 11 06 7 0 ) 
16 7 11 0 4 e ~) J 
172 12.0 800 1 
16~ 11 0610 ) 
15 1 I 94 30 ) 
i7 8 ( 11 1 7 0 1 
171 110 74 0 1 
176 !l1 0 :) Cl l 
160 (1 0040 ) 
17 8 ( 1117 0 ) 
169 11 C1610 l 
174 110 9 20 ) 
176 111 05 0 ) 
176 1110 50 ) 
173 11 0860 ) 
172 (10 1100 ) 
16 8 ( 10550 1 
1 8 3 11149 0 ) 
173 (108 60 1 
165 I 10360) 
178 (1117 0 1 
1 67 ( 10480 ) 
180 1113 00 ) 
170 110670) 
171 110740) 
15 4 I 96 70) 
169 11 0 61 0 1 
170 110670) 
1 56 ( 97901 
172 11J 800 ) 
169.8 (10660) 
13.6 ( 854) 
7.9 ( 496) 
PC T P:T PCT 
~,: CliSTJ~ i= R~JI< F:r OR DP P:: D 
1 3 . 2 
1 9 . 3 
19.9 
2 1. 0 
1 ?. . 8 
1 3 . 9 
H. 2 
18 . g 
l O. U 
1 9. l 
1 q . 0 
21 • 3 
19 . 1 
1 g.? 
1 8 • 6 
19.2 
: e . q 
1 3 • 3 
1 9 .4 
1 '1 .3 
19.6 






















1 9 . 1 




























































































1 . 0 
tABLE 3d. ZONE II IRRIGATED. 1975-1979. 
A::J 
AS G~ u W 
flJ -Jt.C 
HJ-J u : 
Cl\<l.GILL 
CE \l 'OX 
CO -O P 
C JR~Y 
FO NTANE LL E 
FOIIIfANE LL E 
FU lK Is 
rJ NK'S 
H.JRI lON 
H J~ ILJ~ 
HCOUE S 




J 'S GJ LD 
P-A-G 
PI 0 EE R 
PI O'l t i: R 
P'l. Al l-: 1 E STR~AM 
P .~AI I c VALLEY 




WILS J 'l 
HYBRI D 
·~ EHR . 611 
N:':B R. 714 






























1 8 00 
AVERAGE ALL ENTRIES 
DIF. REQ. FOR SIG . 5% 
25 % 






FJ'H ll 'l ELL E 
FONTA ELL E 




MI G~ O - Tt t<. SEi:D 
JC + 
..J 'S GOLD 
PI O'l .:; ER 
P'l. AI KI E STREAM 
P Vd IE VALL EY 
SJP ER C~JST 
IODO 
fROJ .t. 'l 


























AVERAGE ALL ENTRIES 




4 YEA R AVERAGE 
159 I 9980) 
170 I 106 70 I 
170 1106701 
174 I 10'JZOI 
171 1107401 
175 1109901 
181 I 113601 
165 1103601 
153 I 9610) 
178 1111701 
169 I 10610) 
16B I 10550 I 
172 I 10800 I 
165 I 103601 





176 I 110501 
171 I 107401 
176 1110501 
172 I 108001 
167 I 104801 
169 1106101 
1621101701 
177 I 111101 
1701106701 
1 70 I 1 06 70 I 
171 1107401 
171 110740) 
157 I 98601 
171 1107401 
169.4 (10635) 
11.8 ( 741) 
6.9 ( 433) 
5 YEAR AVE RAG:: 
159 I 99801 




156 I 97901 
180 1113001 
170 I 106701 
170 I 106701 
176 I 110 50 I 
178 1111701 
177 11111 0 1 
178 1111701 
178 1111701 








157 I 98601 
168 I 105501 
172.5 (10830) 
9.6 ( 603) 
5.6 ( 352) 
PCT PCT PCT 
































































































































































































TABLE 4a. ZO NE III NONIRRIGATED . . NORTH EAST. DIXON COU NTY. 1979. 
PCT PCT 
YIELD PCT BRCKEN CRCPPED 
E RAI\ C ~YBRIC BUill KG/HA ~J, O ISTURE PLANTS EARS 
NEER. U1 179 (112401 22.2 2 0 
.A CCC uc 3CC2 167 (.10480 I 19.7 2 0 
..accc UC 82C1 181 t1136C I 21.9 0 0 
~coc X 74451 154 ' 96701 20.1 7 0 
.A CCC X 748C1 186 t116801 22.2 2 0 
.ASGRC~ RX 544 14S ( 93501 18. 3 0 0 
.6SGRC w RX 777 171 '10740 I 21.1 0 0 
4SGRCw RX 90 184 (115501 22.4 3 0 
.CARGILL 89~ 157 ( 98601 22.2 3 0 
OARG_lLL 924 16S tl061CI 21.8 6 0 
.tARG Ill CJ49 183 t 11490 I 21.4 3 1 
.CARGILL 967 19'7 (124901 22.9 5 0 
:CEI\FX 2157 173 (108601 19.7 3 0 
.C El\ E.X 2371 17C t1067CI 24.1 3 0 
.CENEX 238C 164 tl03CCI 22.7 1 0 
:CCI\'Tl-I!RA~C CG-545C 182 (114301 22.3 2 0 
.CURR'Y SC-1444 154 ( 96701 17.8 0 1 
.C URR"t SC-1455 156 
' 
97901 18.3 0 0 
.I:URR"Y SC-146 165 t1C3601 19.0 1 0 
.CUR R'Y SC-15C 178 !1117CI 22.7 8 0 
I:E~AlJI! XL32AA 151 
' 
94801 18.8 0 0 
CEKA.LE XL 54 151 
' 
948CI 20.8 2 0 
CEKA.ll! XL55A 151 
' 
94801 18.9 5 0 
CEKA.LE XL62H 161 tl01101 22.0 3 0 
E~BRC X 57 155 ( 973C l 21.2 0 0 
E,..BRC X 585 H:4 (103001 23.9 1 1 
£,..BRC X 6C 186 t 1168C l 22.4 1 0 
E,..BRC X 60C 169 tl0610 I 24.3 5 0 
'fECERH FT~7 14C ( 87901 20.5 4 0 
'fCI\T.AI\ElLE 4CC 1"" J -' 
' 
97301 19.6 2 0 
f'CI\'T.AHL l! E 42C 155 (. 973C I 18.5 0 0 
f'CNUI\~LLE 45C 164 tl0300 I 21.7 4 0 
FCI\UI\ELLE sec 168 (105501 22.2 5 0 
'fLNI<''S G-4323 156 (. 97'1CI 18.0 0 1 
'fUI\I<'S G-445C 167 tlC48C I 20.9 1 0 
GCLC HG GT 2060 145 ( 9100 I 18.8 1 0 
GCLC TAG GT 3C2C 17<; (112401 22.9 2 1 
GCLC61\ ACRES T-E 6925 15C t 94201 18.5 2 0 
GCLCEI\ ACRES T-E 6995 172 t1080CI 23.0 1 0 
.c:;cuc:H ACRES T.:. E -6995-A 17C (106701 23.9 1 1 
~ U TW£ II\ 291C 184 !1155CI 27.4 3 0 
~U TIII':E I 1\ 62 176 t 1105C I 22.5 2 1 
t-CEGS,..EYER SX2f:44 186 tll68CI 21.7 1 0 
tiC6GEP'EYER SX2675 18C tll3001 22.7 1 0 
t-CR 11(1\ 131 144 
' 
9C401 18.8 0 0 
1-'CRUCI\ 861 185 tll61CI 23.2 2 0 
t'CR l:ZCI\ 87C 174 tlC92C I 23.2 3 0 
JACt:IJE S JX177 155 
' 
97301 18.9 1 0 
rJ A CCIJ E S JX18C HS (1061CI 22.5 0 1 
l<Al T£1\eERG I< X 58 167 (.104801 19.8 8 0 
l<AL T:H I!ERC KX68 148 ( S29CI 18.3 3 0 
l<Al TEI\EERC I< X 76 19C (119301 21.8 2 0 
l<EL T.GEI\ I< S 1 C-6 151 
' 
94801 18.4 0 0 
J<El T.GEI\ KS10S 169 (106101 20.7 0 0 
l<EL TGEI\ KS 115 187 tll7401 22.8 0 0 
.l YI\'KS LX 412C 137 ( 86CC I 18.9 1 1 
.l YI\'K.S LX 422CA 152 (. 9540 I 19.0 1 0 
.LYI\K.S LX 433C 183 (114901 21.7 0 0 
foiCC U~CY MSX 46 155 
' 
S730 I 18.0 0 0 
fiCO URCY PIS X 77 173 (10860 I 23.2 2 0 
fiCC U'RCY 5596 171 '10740 I 20.6 2 0 
fiCCU:RCY 744C 19t: t123001 24.5 4 0 
CONT INUED 
29 
TABLE 4a. CONCLUDED. 
PCT PCT 
'Y IELC PCT BRCKEN DRCPPEC 
e R•" c 1-'YBRIC BU//1 KG/H/1 ~CISTLRE PL~NTS EARS 
fiiGRC-TEJ<SEEC 1-P 23 14C l 8 7-90l 18.~t 5 l 
~IGRC-TEKSEEC SPX 34 177 lll1101 22.8 2 0 
JIIGRC-TEKSEEC SPX 4<; 17C l106701 23.0 7 0 
fiiGRC-TE.KSEEC SPX 8 158 ' 99201 19.1 1 0 
NC• X5S5C 157 l 9860) 21.2 2 0 
NC-t 4222 153 t 9HOI 19.5 1 0 
NC+ 5<; 176 tll050l 22.9 3 0 
"CIHt-RUP Kif\G PX59 1t:2 t1C17Cl 19.8 1 0 
1\CRTH l:i P KING PXt:C3 152 l 9540) 21.5 2 0 
NCRH-RLP KING PXt:<;A 157 ' 98601 21.4 3 0 
C'S GCLC EXP 5514 167 t104801 22.3 1 0 
.C'S .GCLC SX3344 181 (113601 22.3 2 0 
:C'S .GCLC SX~SCC/1 191 tll99CI 22.2 2 0 
C'S tiCLC TX3C3 156 
' 
979CI 21.4 3 0 
P-/1-.G sx 249 158 ( 99201 20.0 2 0 
'P-/1-G sx 277 172 l1C8CCI 20.4 2 0 
'P-A-.G sx 3 33 let: tll68Cl 22.6 0 0 
·P-A-.G sx 3<;7 15S ' 9<;801 19.1 2 0 
P/IOHIC CILSEECSPCI-1<; 14<; ' 93501 18.3 2 0 
'PACI"FIC CILSEECSPC I-33 145 ( <;1001 18.8 2 0 
'PAC IF I( CILSEECSPCI-37 168 tl055C l 19.9 0 0 
'P~CHIC C ILSEECSPC I-8C 167 tl0480l 26.7 It 0 
P/I"YCC SX844 152 
' 
9540) 18.1 2 0 
'PF ISlER 75 187 111740) 22.2 0 0 
'PICI\:EER 33E8 146 ' <;1701 22.6 0 0 
'P ICI\·E EP 3~41 167 t104801 19.6 3 0 
PION:EER 372C 14C t 879Cl 17.6 2 0 
·pI Cl\ E E R 37EC 161 t1C1101 17.7 2 0 
'P R A l:R IE VHLEY 3ES 163 t1C2301 19.7 3 0 
PR A I:R IE VALLEY 5c;s 164 t103CCI 1<>.9 4 0 
P R A I:R IE V~LLEY 76$ 18C tll3001 22.3 2 0 
'P R •I:R IE 'OLLEY 7t:7 161 (1011Cl 23.1 2 0 
RBA Sl.PER 14 167 (104801 26.6 6 0 
:ReA 111 165 tl0360) 22.3 2 0 
RB/1 12C 163 ll0230 I 25.5 3 0 
SCKCT A ss 11t: 159 ( 9<;80l 1<;.5 2 0 
.SCI<CT ~ ss 178 14C 
' 
87901 21.6 2 0 
.SCI<CT/1 TS 62~ 147 ' 92301 18.5 1 0 
.SCKCT~ TS 64 173 ll0860 I 19.0 3 0 
i ALL CCRN lo'SX112 141 ( 885CI 20.8 1 0 
·HLL CCRN SX11C 145 ' 91001 18.7 0 0 
iCCC P/X13A 173 (108601 23.0 0 0 
lGCC p~s; 159 ' 99801 20.9 2 0 
iROJ_,h TXSllS/1 171 t107401 22.0 3 0 
iROJIAI\ T1C58 134 l 84101 19.7 2 0 
iROJ..tf\ T1108 152 t 9540) 20.1 3 0 
li R C JA 1\ T112C 171 (107401 22.1 4 0 
.. EATt'ER M~STER EPX 5P 151 l «;48CI 19.2 3 0 
WE/ITt- ER 'fi~STER EPX e77 15«; ' 99801 17.9 1 0 
WEUt'ER M~STER EPX 777 167 tl0480) 19.1 0 0 
W I L S'C 1\ 1c 1e 148 ( 92901 19.1 2 1 
.,. ILSCI\ 14CC/I 145 t «;1CCI 18.6 2 0 
WI uSC I\ 18CC 167 l1048CI 23.0 2 0 
WIUSCI\ 2317 164 J103001 20.2 4 0 
WINHRSET cet:2 15E ( 9«;201 18.1 0 0 
~INHRSET Cet:8 180 Cll30C I 21.7 2 0 
AVERAGE ALL ENTRIES 164.3 (10315) 21.0 2. 1 0. 1 
DIF. REQ. FOR SIG. 5% 15.5 ( 973) 1.3 N. S. N.S. 
25% 9. 1 ( 571) 0.8 N.S. N.S. 
30 
TABLE 4b. ZONE III NONIRRIGATED. NORTHEAST. 1978-1979. 
~ ) " R. W 
.::.AR:;! LL 
'; ~K-; ' LL 
~- : K 4 L ~ 
,)~ K:. d'­
t... :Kt.. Lf~ 
r- J 'J T'. '·lc L L f 
fJ\JT ,..\ Ll L ~ 
FO' lT -1 i.Jf-_LL -:: 
r u 'J ~<'S 
,,J ,<. r c.1 · ~ 
J A::: c:u:: S 
J~ ::::J u;:: ::., 
V,U f _ Hl':: ~G 
K <\L T _  \ et. I~ -; 
K: L T ~ E 1'1 
L 'l' '\ '< ::. 
L'r' 1\; K -~ 
', !:;'{ ~ -T :KS F:: ) 
"-1 T G~ . - TEK:>.2 ED 
::: 1 S (,J L I) 
• .1 ' S ·~D L 0 
:~ . · s ; ~ j l) 
1- - c. - :; 
? I 0 'L ~ R 
r' f D'-.J :: 1: R 
P T O~f:: ER 
?:U,I :~ IE: VALLE:Y 
f ·<CJ ., "-J 
TRLJ J ~ ;~ 
,.; :: <\ T I ' c f{ ~~A $ E R 
ti I l S -. \ i 
~ r L s ,_,r~ 
1-'! ILS ::, 'J 
-W r.. R I fJ 
L BR. 61 1 
j ~ )( 9 0 
CS - 5450 
Xt 5 4 
XL 55A 











L:( 41 2 0 
LX 4 2204 
r'IS X 46 
S0 X 4 ''} 
sax 8 
?"} 




sx 2. 4 ] 
Sl( 333 
~X 397 
3-3 e a 
37 20 
37 5 0 
76S 
TXS U S A 
f i 0 5 8 




AVERAGE ALL ENTRIES 
DIF. REQ. FOR SIG. 5% 
25 % 
Y I EL C 
BlJ/.\ K G/ HA 
2 Y[\R 1\VE R t., G'::: 
i 45 ( -1: 00 1 
163 ( 10230 1 
!tt l ( 8850 ) 
i.5 5 ( 9 7 30 1 
145 ( 'H OO J 
1::1 t n60 l 
130 ( 316 0 ) 
134 ( 8 41 0 ) 
13 9 ( 8 7 30 1 
135 ( 84 8 0 ) 
137 ( 8600 ) 
146 ( g1 7 0 ) 
137 ( 8600 ) 
122 ( 76 60 ) 
1.38 ( 8 660) 
148 ( ~?90) 
i35 ( 3 4 80 ) 
15 2 ( 9540 ) 
15=1 ( 99 <30 ) 
119 ( 747 0 ) 
128 ( 8 040) 
13 0 ( 3 160 ) 
141 ( 8850 ) 
133 ( 8350 ) 
15 5 ( 'J730) 
132 ( '32'10 ) 
153 ( 9610 ) 
15 9 ( 9980) 
1 4 0 ( 8 710) 
138 ( 8660 ) 
154 ( 96 7 0 ) 
137 ( 3600 ) 
128 ( 8040 ) 
120 ( 753 0 ) 
136 ( 8540 ) 
160 11004 0 ) 
143 ( 8980 ) 
123 ( 772 0 ) 
137 ( 3600) 
128 ( 80 4 0 ) 
124 ( 77 60 ) 
135 ( 8480 ) 
139.8 ( 8777) 
15.9 ( 998) 
9.2 ( 57,8) 
PCT P: T PC T 
MO I STU~E 8~('1<~ J DROPPE D 
19 . l 
19. 3 
18 . 3 






















1 8 .3 
1 9 .1 
19.1 












































































































TABLE 4c. ZONE III NONIRRIGATED. NORTHEAST. 1974-1979. 
Yl ELD 
BU/A K::; / HA 
PCT PCT PCT 
BRA ! U HY £3R I 0 MOI5TUR: BROKEN DROPPED 
3 YEAR AVERAGt 
----- . ~ t: S K. . 611 129 ( 8100) 20.1 3 1 
::: n .:; J LL 949 134 ( 841 0 ) 2::l . 2 2 2 
FJ 'H j. := LL:: 40 0 126 ( 791 0 ) 16.9 5 l 
FJ Tt.Nc LL= 4 50 123 ( 772 0 ) 19.2 4 1 
FJ\IT .'. \I::LLE 58 0 123 ( 7720) 20.5 2 2 
Khl f .- HH: RG KX68 122 ( 766 0 ) 16.4 2 2 
KA LT c N B~RG <X76 133 ( 83 50 ) 20 .5 1 1 
"" ::::UKDY MSX 46 116 ( 72 8 0 ) 15.9 1 2 
MI GR u-T EKSEED SP X 8 120 ( 753 0 ) 1~.8 3 2 
n•s COLD SX3344 133 ( 8350 ) 20.4 6 l 
~ - A - C sx 397 125 ( 7850} 16. 3 17 2 
P I O'J c. ER 3780 123 ( 7720) 15 .1 2 1 
P ~ Al R. I E V.ALLE Y 76S 138 ( 8660) 20.5 1 2 
TRO J ;., ~ l TXSll5A 122 ( 7660 ) 20 .2 3 1 
Wll 5["; \1 1016 118 ( 741 0 ) 1 ~ • 2 6 1 
AVERAGE ALL ENTRIES 125.8 (7898) 18.3 3.9 1.5 
DIF. REQ. FOR SIG. 5% N. S. 1.9 7.3 N. S. 
25 % N. S. l.l 4.2 N.S. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------
4 YeAR AVERAGE 
----- i·E BR. 611 122 7660) 18 . 4 3 l 
~H G R .·J- T E K S:: E D SPX 8 115 7220) 15 .1 3 3 
P- A- G sx 397 119 747 0 } 14.5 14 2 
P I O~ c. ::K 3780 115 722 0 } 13.5 3 2 
;:>U. I k ic VALL E Y 765 128 8040) 18.7 1 3 
AVERAGE ALL ENTRIES 11 9. 5 ( 7502) 16.0 4.8 2.2 
D IF. REQ. FOR SIG. 5% N. S. 1 . 5 7.7 N. S. 
25 % 7. 1 ( 446) 0.8 4.3 0.8 
----------------------------------------------------------------------
5 YeAR AVERAGE 
----------------------------------------------------------------------
----- \JEI3R . 611 ll() 6910) 19.9 3 
tJ - A- " sx 397 107 67201 15 . 1 12 
or O'I :: E R 3780 104 6530) 14.1 2 
PHd ~( IE VALLE Y 76 5 113 7090) 19.5 1 
AVERAGE ALL ENTRIES 108.3 ( 6799) 1 7. 2 4.5 DIF. REQ. FOR SIG. 5% N. S. 1.9 7.8 
25 % N. S. 1.1 4.3 
Lo.cation of tests (counties): 1974 Thurston; 1975 Dixon, Pierce; 1976 failed 














































x;cLC T t.G 
G C U CoEI\ A C R E S 
.GCUC£1\ ACRES 
.GC U C:E 1\ A 0 R E S 
GUTWI!II\ 
GUTWEII\ 










1< EL THI\ 
J<ELTGEt\ 
l<EL T-GE .. 
_LY!I.K.S 






































































Y I ELC 








2C3 I 12740 I 
161i tlC6101 
188 t118COI 
203 tl2740 I 
195 1122401 
155 t c;no> 
215 113500) 
204 tl2810 I 
201 1126201 
168 (105501 
155 t 973CI 
169 t106101 









134 t 8410 I 




167 (.10480 I 
17<; tll2401 
112 nee co 1 
2C8 t 13060 l 
167 (.104801 
192 tl2050 I 
185 lll61Cl 
186 (.11680 I 








14~ t 91701 
175 t10S901 
20C 1125601 
15~ (. 97901 
181 (.11360) 
214 t134301 
152 t 95401 
167 '10480 I 
207 t13000) 







































































































































































































TABLE 5a. CONCLUDED. 
PCT PCT 
YIELD PCT BRCI<EN DRCPPEC 
B R t.l\ C t-YeRIC BU/A KG/HA fiiCIST URE PLANTS EARS 
foil G RC- T E:J< S E E C 1-'P 23 1E:7 tl0480 I 17.5 0 0 
·Ill I GRC- TE~S E EC SPX 34 195 tl22401 22.3 1 0 
,fiiiGRC-TEt<SEEC SPX 49 192 (12050 I 19.9 0 0 
fol IGRC-TE14SEEC SPX 8 175 tl09901 17.2 1 0 
NC+ x5ssc 173 '-10860 I 20.6 1 0 
NC~ 4222 171 tl07401 17.3 1 0 
NC+ 5S 187 (.117401 21.4 2 0 
NCRT~. RLP KI~G PX!:9 170 !1067CI 17.1 2 0 
~CRTt-PilP Kl~G PXtC3 163 t1C2301 18.9 1 0 
"CRTHLP KI~G PxtSA 17C t106701 19.0 0 0 
c•s x;cu EXP 5!:14 202 t126801 19.3 5 0 
.C'S GCLC SX3344 204 tl281CI 22.0 1 0 
C'S ~CLC SX~SCCA 2C7 tl3COOI 21.6 1 0 
C'S· .GCLC TX3C3 171 t107401 18.4 2 0 
'P-,t-;( sx 24<; 15<; 
' 
99801 17.2 3 0 
'P- t.-iG sx 277 174 !109201 1E:.5 1 0 
P-t.-.G sx 333 2Ct '-12930 I 2c.8 2 0 
R-A-.G sx 3<37 H:S !106101 18.3 8 0 
'PACI-fiC C llSEECS PC l-IS 13S (. 8730 I 15.7 1 0 
'PAC l'f I C C ll S E E cS PC I - 3 3 H:2 t1C1701 16.7 1 0 
PACI'FIC C ll S EE CS PC I- 3 7 162 tlC17CI 17.3 2 0 
'RAC I'fl C CILSEECSPCI-8C 193 !121201 23.9 2 0 
'PA'tC.C SX844 154 ' 96701 17.8 1 0 
'PFISTER 75 212 !133101 21.7 2 0 
"PIC~EER 3388 180 t113001 21.3 1 0 
'P 1 C~.EE R 3541 17C !106701 16.3 1 0 
'PICMER 3720 155 (. 9730 I 15.9 1 0 
f I CN.E ER 37eC 154 ( 96701 15.5 1 0 
'P R t. I.R IE VALLEY 38Cj 162 t1Cl7CI 16.9 1 0 
'PRAI:I~IE VALLEY 5c;s 173 (108601 17.5 0 0 
'PRAIRIE VALLEY 765 203 (.127401 21.1 2 0 
'PRAI'.RIE VALLEY 7t7 184 !115501 21.2 1 0 
:ReA SLPER 14 18Cj tll8701 24.6 2 0 
:Re" 111 197 (.123701 2C.7 2 0 
.Ret. 12C 198 tl24301 23.2 1 0 
SCI<CH SS 17t 151 ( S48CI 17.6 2 0 
SCI<CTA ss 178 163 t1023CI 18.9 1 0 
SCKCH TS 62fA 165 tl03601 15.9 2 0 
SCKCliA TS 64 13S (. 8730 I 16.3 7 0 
llALL CCR~ MSX112 165 !1C36CI 21.2 2 0 
'TALL CCRI\ sx 110 H:7 tl048C I 17.4 2 0 
liCCC IWX73A 187 tll7401 21.7 0 1 
I CCC M53 178 tlll7CI 17.9 1 0 
"JRCJ,AI\ TXS115A 198 tl24301 23.5 1 0 
liRCJA~ T1C51! 150 l 94201 18.4 1 0 
'TRCJAI\ TllCB 161 !101101 17.9 3 0 
liRCJt.l\ T1120 18S (.118701 19.6 1 0 
\oiEATt-ER I'USTER EPX 5P 154 (. 96701 16.9 1 0 
WEATHR .fi!ASTER EPX 677 141 l 88501 14.7 0 0 
WEATt-ER I" ASTER EPX 777 175 !109901 17.8 1 0 
•ILS.CI\ 1CH: 161 t101101 17.1 2 0 
"IIISCI\ l4CCA 156 t S7901 16.6 1 0 
WiliSCI\ 18CC 202 (1268C l 21.9 1 0 
.WILSCI\ 2317 177 !11110) 17.5 3 0 
·WI~ TERSET Cet2 164 (.10300) 17.3 1 0 
Wli'\TERSET cete Zlt (.135601 21.1 1 1 
AVERAGE ALL ENTIRES 178.6 ( 11213) 19.3 2.0 0.1 
DIF. REQ. FOR SIG. 5% 18.3 ( 1149) 1. 6 1.8 N.S . 
25% 10.8 ( 678) 1.0 1.1 N. S. 
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TABLE 5b. ZONE III IRRIGATED. NORTHEAST. 1978-1979. 
· S G'{ . ,.1 
~: ~ w;I LL 
~ ·\ ,C i LL 
L:: E \ 
::: ·1 '·! r i - n q A, J 
:.; ::KA LC 
:.; :: K l'. l 
·) CKu L b 
f O •'F c. ~ l c LL ':: 
t= J 'H -' l :: LL t: 
F ~ ~~ T ·~ · ~ :: LL :: 
; ~r .... K · ~ 
n_ 1. I L l ~~~ 
.lli (;) .J-::: S 
l tl.C ~ ·J ::: S 
U LL \I~. :::~ G 
'<. AL T _ 'Hlc'.{G 
L Y' I'< _, 
L v I<:. 
' ·1 C C J ,{ () Y 
t'i i :;:zrTF.K~cED 
'-'1 :; ~ •- T ;::: '< S C: E 9 
~ c + 
· ;l),~T -l f.:U P KINu 
J ' S ,_;J L) 
I s ! ; LJ L O 
;t • S :.;u LO 
:J - ~ - c 
' '- A- _, 
11 I '= -~ -- i: r"{ 
? I C' '-J -C R 
.--> I .::; ··.! -_ t: I{ 
1--'R :U :-· I E Vt..LL E Y 
T ~ J J .', -J 
H OJ · .. . 
v.:: £, T ; :: R M ll S T E R 
;., JL S ·-.~ 
I ' I L s 1, 1\, 
•,JI L '? ." J 
HY BR I C 
'?.X 90 
::::G - 5450 
-<L :) 4 





;-4 3 2 3 
1)1 
J Xl 77 
JXl f. () 
K xr. e 
<X76 
KS1:5 
:... :( 41 20 
L X 4~ 20 A 
"1 SX 46 
SP '( 49 
S0 X 3 
5CJ 
PX6 03 
S XJ 34'+ 
sx s::.oo 
TX3U3 





37 €:' 0 
7 6S 





AVERAGE ALL ENTRIES 
DIF. REQ. FOR SIG. 5% 
25 % 
YI:L Cl 
RU / A '< G I H~ 
l5b ( 9 7 90 ) 
~77 (lll lO l 
164 ( 1.03 0 0 ) 
1 36 ( 1 16 80 ) 
14 8 ( 9290 ) 
J.8l !: 1360 1 
1.57 ( '=lf3 60 1 
160 (1 0040 1 
2. 50 ( 9 4 20 1 
141 ( 3 350 1 
153 ( 961.0 ) 
182 (1 i.430 l 
l't4 ( -~ o~O l 
145 ! CJ~QO l 
159 ( 9:jBCJ l 
174 !1 0920 ) 
152 ( 95 1+0 ) 
180 ( l i. 3 00 1 
L3 5 !ll 6iiJ J 
i43 ( 31 '30 ) 
147 ( 9230 ) 
144 ( 9040 } 
173 (1 08 60) 
i46 ( 9 17 0 1 
16 :,J ( 1061 0 1 
1 54 ( 9678) 
1 6 9 (1 06 ... 0 ) 
:s1 ! ll3 nO l 
155 ( 97 3C l 
147 ( 9230 ) 
::. so ( 11300) 
1 52 ( 9540 ) 
159 ( 99 8 0 ) 
139 ( ~ 73 0 1 
144 ( 9040 ) 
177 !1111 0 ) 
175 (1 0990 ) 
139 ( 8 7 ~0) 
l5J ( 9420) 
141 ( 13850 ) 
'i.39 ( 8 6 60 ) 
155 ( 9 7 30 ) 
158.8 ( 9969) 
18.4 ( 1155) 
10.7 ( 672) 
P::: T PC T 





1 5 .2 
20 .6 
17.7 
1 3 .J 
18 . 7 
16. 1 
1 g • J 
20.1 
15. 8 
1 s • 3 
16.9 















l Y .• 5 
16.7 
2 0 • l 

































































































TABLE 5c . ZONE III IRRIGA TE D. NORTHEAST. 1976-1979. 
YI ELD PCT PCT PCT 
3 RA. \ D HYBRID BU /~ K:; / HA MOIST UR E f3 RO!< EN DR OPPED 
----------------------------------------------------------------------
':! YEAR AV ER AGE 
-' 
----------------------------------------------------------------------
----- NE oR .. 6 11 161 ( 101 10 ) 20 .4 4 1 
C ~ R:;I L L 949 180 !1 1300 ) 20 .1 3 1 
F J NT I I \l ELL c 400 149 ( 9 350) 16 . 0 3 0 
FJ \IT A'-lEL LE 4 50 15 5 ( 97 30 ) 18 .2 2 1 
FO NTANE LL E 590 175 (10 990 ) 20.6 2 2 
K~ L E Nt:\fRG KX6 8 157 ( 9860 ) 1 s. 4 2 4 
KA LT ~ 'JBEKG KX 76 179 ( 112 40 ) 2 0 . 2 1 2 
MCCU RDY MS X 4 6 152 ( 9 540 ) 15. 8 3 3 
1•H GR J -TE KSEE D SPX 8 1 52 ( 9 540 ) 1 6' . 6 2 3 
J 'S GO LD SX3 344 171 (1074 0 ) 20 . 8 5 2 
P- A- G sx 39 7 156 ( 9 7 90 ) 16.7 5 2 
P I O"' ~ ER 378 0 145 ( 9 100 ) 14.6 2 1 
P UI ~ I E VALL EY 7 6 5 1 77 (11110) 20. 0 z 1 
TR OJ N TXSll 5A 175 ( 10990 ) 20 . 8 2 2 
WILS ON 101 6 147 ( 9 230) 16.0 5 1 
AVERAGE ALL ENTRIES 1 6 2. 1 (10177) 18.2 2.9 1.7 
DIF. REQ. FOR SIG. 5% 17.3 ( 1086) 1 . 3 N. S. N. S. 
25 % 9.9 ( 622) 0.8 N. S. N. S. 
4 YEAR AV ERAGE 
----- '~ ~BR . 611 154 ( 9 6 70 ) 22. 1 <; l 
-
FONT t- NE LL E 580 166 ( 1042 0 ) 22.1 3 2 
K~ L TE'JllER G K><68 147 ( 9 230) 17. 2 2 3 
KAL T :: ;~BERG K. X7 6 17 0 (10670) 22.0 2 2 
M::C URDY r•1S X 4 6 146 ( 91 70 ) 16.2 4 2 
M!G fU - EI<.SEC:D SPX 8 14 8 ( 92 9 0) 16.:"} 4 3 
J 'S GOL 0 SX3 344 165 (1036 0 ) 22.0 7 2 
P-A-G sx 39 7 152 ( 9 54 0 ) 17.2 4 2 
P H I RI E VA. LLE Y 7 6S 168 (1 0550 ) 21 .7 4 l 
L<H LS :- ~ 101 6 144 { 9040 ) 16. 8 s 2 
AVERAGE ALL ENTRIES 155.9 9787) 19.4 4. 1 2. 0 
DIF. REQ. FOR SIG. 5% 13. 7 860) 1.9 N. S. N. S. 
25 % 7.8 490) 1.1 N. S. N. S. 
Location of tests (counties): 1976 Wayne; 1977 Ceda r ; 1978 Antelope; 
1979 t~adison. 
TABLE 6a. SOUTHWEST ECOFALLOW . SUMMARY. 1979. w 
--~---~--~------------------------4------------------------------------------------------------------ 0" 
Y I ELC 1979 AVERAGE 
--~------~------------------------ ~----------------------------------------------------------- ·-------AVERAGE LINCOLN FRONT! ER BR OKEN CROPPEC EARS/1 0.0 
~:R ~~~ c HYERIC BLIA t<G/hA BU/A BU/A MO I STUH PLA~TS EARS PLANTS 
4-----~--4------------------------·----------------------------------------------------------- ~-------
--·-- NEER. t:ll 117 I 73501 96 138 21 2 7 139 
NEBR. 714 111 I 697CI 88 134 23 3 2 131 
-----
NEER. 715 1C4 I 6530 I 75 133 28 1 4 139 
AC:CC uc 7601 111 ( 69701 91 13C 20 1 2 124 
AC.CC LC 7S51 1C9 I 68401 86 132 25 2 4 125 
AC:CC UC 8201 114 I 7160 I 87 141 23 3 2 121 
CEI\ EX 2157 121 ( 76001 91 150 11 6 12 181 
CENEJI 238C 11C I 6c;101 84 135 25 1 0 118 
f1CNUI\6LLE 50C 1CO I 62ECI 89 111 18 1 2 126 
fiGt-.IUt\'liLLE sec 1C2 I 64COI 75 128 24 0 4 128 
FUNK'S G-4323 105 ( 65901 9C 120 15 0 2 115 
FUNK'S G-445C 1C5 I 65c;OI 84 126 18 c 2 124 
GC.L C TAG GT 3C20 105 ( 65901 83 127 25 0 5 127 
GC.lJC TAG GT 4C20 c;s I 59t:OI 13 116 25 1 0 132 
GC.LCEt\ ACRES T-E 6945 85 ( 53401 65 105 16 1 0 l26 
HC:R I ZCI\ 821 1C6 I 66501 85 127 24 4 2 133 
P.C:R I Z CN 841 97 I 6C901 13 120 22 1 6 126 
HGJU ZCN 861 118 ( 74101 97 139 21 2 4 125 
H~ IlCN 87C llC ( t:9101 85 135 24 0 3 118 
P'I:GRC-TEI<SEEC t-P 23 1C4 I 65301 93 114 16 1 6 112 
HI:GRC-TEKSEEC t-P 27 113 I 7C901 101 125 16 2 4 11<; 
~ I.GRC-TEI< S EEC SPX 1A 1C3 1 c4701 92 114 15 1 3 140 
HI.GRC-TEI<SEEC SPX 305 <;C I 56501 76 104 13 0 2 111 
~C+ 4222 112 I 7C30 I 101 123 15 0 3 132 
1\C~ 466t: 112 I 7C30 I 95 129 17 2 2 136 
PI[I\EER 35<;1 109 ( 68401 94 124 15 1 6 168 
PICI\HR 3713 1C4 I 65301 93 115 11 0 9 111 
PHJ~EER 372C 104 ( 65301 91 117 13 c 4 137 
PICI\EER 39C1 <;8 I 615CI 101 95 9 1 5 136 
TCCC p.I,X73A 107 ( 67201 84 130 22 2 3 133 
TC[C M3C 1C2 I 64COI 9C 114 12 c 3 135 
TRCHN TXS115A 1C<; I 68401 86 131 25 2 3 116 
TRQJ~I\ T1C5a 92 ( 57801 75 109 16 1 6 125 
TRiJJAN Tl1C8 91 ( 57101 17 104 14 1 3 124 
W I.U Slii\ 1CH 1C9 I 68401 88 130 15 1 3 127 
W I.USC N 1812 llC I 6<;101 83 137 17 ~ 6 137 .. 
AVERAGE ALL ENTRIES 105.4 ( 6617 ) 86.6 123.9 18.5 1.3 3.7 131.0 
DIF. REQ. FOR SIG . 5% N.S. 12. 5 14.9 3.3 2. 5:. N.S. 23.2 
25% 11.3 ( 709 ) 7. 3 8.7 1.9 1.4 3.4 13.4 
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TABLE 6b . SOUTHWEST ECOFALLOW. 1977-1979 . 
~ C C J 
cc 
f-JH~ · ~CL L :: 
f-J i~T .\',it... LL E 
-!JR I L ~H 
,_, J ::>_ I / .J " 
P I ]'hc l<. 
l ' I C.'L !:":: R. 
,>I tT'J'_ [R 
I) 'J) 
I J UD 
o i LS "":· l 
,.1 I L S _: J 
; l y r. ~ ~ [ [) 
Fll .~ . 6l i 
J C 7 60 1 
?l 3 7 
5(0 
J 6 i 
cno 
.)DX ~4 
3 5 '-ll 
3 7 ~ 3 
;7?0 
: ,.( 1 3 /'. 
l ? l2 
AVERAGE ALL ENTRIES 
DIF. REQ. FOR SIG. 5% 
25 % 
----- ·.d:: ·3 R . 611 
-.- ,.., u ~ 7 6 0 1 
fJ '·! T ..1 'J c L L :c :;O CI 
FO ~ JT UL. LL ~ 5 Q l) 
'·1f :; fL - 1 :: K S t: E J srK u. 
ri iL S . ' J ~ O l6 
AVERAGE ALL ENTRIES 
D IF. REQ. FOR SIG . 5% 
25 % 
Location of tests (counties): 
1979 Lincoln, Frontier. 
1977 
o: r PC T PC T YI EL D 
!3 J / A KG/ ril> ~~ I S TJ R~ q~O( E ~ DRJ PDE J 








8 3 ( 
8 2 ( 
8 5 ( 
7 8 ( 
8 2 ( 
8 3 ( 
80 ( 
7 8 ( 
8 5 ( 
o 3 < 
527 0 ) 
50 90 ) 
')Q yt) ) 
55Z Q l 
4 7 7 0 ) 
4 830 ) 
552:J ) 
5 2 1 0 ) 
51 50 ) 
5340 ) 
4 900 ) 
s ~ ::o l 
521 0 ) 
50 20 ) 
4 9 00 ) 
5340 ) 
521 0 ) 
82.0 ( 5148) 
N. S. 
N. S. 
3 Y::AR A VERAG':: 
6 5 5 JI+O l 
8 3 521 0 ) 
7 9 4 96 0 } 
(L 50C~ O l 
8 2 'il 5 0 l 
H5 53 4 0 ) 
82.5 ( 5179) 
N.S. 
N. S. 
Gosper, Lincoln; 1978 
2 :). 1 
1 7. 8 
24 . 8 
10 . 8 
16 . 0 
2 1. 6 
20 . 1 
2 1. l 
12 . 7 
15 . 0 
1 2 . 5 
10 . 2 
11. 1 
21 • 2 
. 1 . 4 
12 . 7 
1 6 • 5 
l 6. 2 
2.5 
1.4 


































































l . 7 
N. S. 
N. S. 
LCCATION LISTING CF ENTRY "EANS 
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IAB LE 7a . ZONE I I I IRRIGATED . CENTRAL . BROWN COUNTY. 1979 . EXPT=797l 
PCT PCT BUSI'EL EARLY 
YIELD PCT BRCKEN CRCPPEC WEIGI-T STAL K 
BR.6NC t-YBRIC BU/A I<G/HA "GISTURE PLANTS EARS LBS BREAKAGE 
NEBR~ til 132 ( 829CI 2<;.2 4 0 50.5 4 
.ACCC uc 7601 llt 
' 
12ac1 2<;.3 l 1 50 . 3 13 
ACCC l.C 7<> ~ 1 115 t 72201 31.a 3 0 48 . 0 6 
lA CCC uc a201 138 
' 
a6601 29.0 1 0 5 
ACCC X 748C1 llt I 72aCI 27.5 3 1 51. 0 13 
ASGRCk RX 544 12<; 
' 
81001 26.2 2 l 53. 0 1 
ASGRCk RX 111 131 
' 
a2201 25.2 5 0 54.0 a 
ec-.J:AC 1<4 13<; 
' 
a130I 20.9 1 0 55 .0 1 
ec-JAC 28 121 t 76001 22.5 3 0 53. 3 12 




a5401 2<4.7 2 1 51. 0 2 
I:.6RGJLL a72 112 
' 
70301 23.1 a 0 52.0 16 
:CARGILL a<;2 115 ( 722CI 23.9 3 0 52. 0 11 
I:.6RGILL 921 94 
' 
5<;CCI 2t:. 1 2 0 51. 0 50 
"CARG.ILL 924 111 t t97CI 26.7 5 0 54 .0 21 
.CEt-.EX 2157 125 ( 78501 22.9 1 1 53. 0 13 
I:Et-.EX 2:?11 10C { 62801 26.6 3 0 48.5 24 
.CENEX 2380 uc ( 81601 28.8 3 0 47 .5 6 




0 51. 3 1 
:CIRC UE SEEC CS-206 128 
' 
80"+01 2<4.6 1 0 51 . 0 2 
.O IRC.LE SEEC cs-2ce 137 t 86CCI 23.7 1 1 54 . 0 1 
.OIRC.LE SEEC CS-215 123 
' 
1120 I 28.7 12 0 51. 5 3 
:CC-C'P 21C5 <;<; t 62201 21.5 3 0 54 .0 8 
:C C -C'P 2260 125 
' 
78501 24.2 3 2 52 . 0 3 
.CC-CI~ 23CO 13C ( 81601 29.0 2 0 48. 0 
" :C URR'Y SC-1<414 13C 
' 
816CI 23.5 4 0 51. 0 2 
"CURR'Y SC-1428 133 t 835CI 21.9 6 0 54 . 0 l 
.CUR R'Y SC-14<4<4 15<4 t 967CI 21.2 4 l 56.3 2 
.CURR'Y SC-l5C 14<4 
' 
90401 2<;.1 3 1 50 . 5 1 
.c STO F.6R" SEED CFS kX220 12~ t 785CI 28.3 1 1 53. 0 5 
I:USTC" FAR" SEED CFS 222 146 t 917CI 28.4 3 0 47 . 8 1 
I:EI<A.ue Xl23 106 t 66501 22.a 6 1 54. 0 17 
I:EKA.LB XL~CA 8<; ( 55901 22.2 3 0 54 . 0 17 
I:EKALB )(L 54 87 t 546CI 26.1 5 0 54. 0 47 
C EKA.LB XL~5A 106 
' 
66501 25.2 2 0 54 .3 16 
FCNT.A ~ HLE 4CC 154 
' 
967CI 24.2 3 0 54 . 0 0 
FCI'\T.AHLLE 42C 141 ( 8a5CI 23.9 2 2 54 .3 2 
FCI'\T.ANEL UE 45( 129 
' 
81CC I 27.9 2 1 51. 3 9 
f'CI'\T.AHLLE sec 132 
' 
a2901 29.6 1 0 47 . 8 2 
F UN K'· S G-4323 121 t 76COI 24.0 3 2 52. 5 1 
-F UNK'.S G-443C 135 ( 848CI 26.4 
" 
1 '53. 3 4 
FUI'\I<'S G-4<45C 127 t 797CI 26.<4 4 0 54.8 6 
'F UNK'S G-4507 145 ( 91001 29.2 2 1 50.0 3 
GCLC HG GT 206C 120 t 75301 23.8 2 4 54.0 0 
.GCLC HG GT 3C2C 133 ( 835CI 30.0 3 1 48 . 0 3 
:G C LC HG GT 11C 135 
' 
8<48CI 24.3 3 0 52 . 0 3 
GCLC·H A ORES T-E 6925 115 t 72201 23.7 9 1 55 . 0 3 
:GCLC".EI\ ACRES T-E 6<;<;5 13~ t 83501 30.6 4 0 49 .5 4 
GCLCEI'\ AGRES T-E 6<;<;5-A 125 I 78501 21.1 2 0 49 .5 9 
:G UTk6II\ 23<40 13C 
' 
816() 25.3 4 1 52 .0 9 
t<CRJ:ZO. 1n 132 t 82901 24.5 1 1 52.8 2 




1 49.3 6 
.,cR rzcr-. 861 13<4 t 8<41CI 2<;.1 4 0 6 
t<CRI.ZCI\ 87( 14a t 9290) 29.1 2 0 48 .0 2 
UACt:UE S JX 107 52 t 32601 21.7 2 0 55. 0 35 
UAGt:CES JX180 12t ( 7<;10) 2<;.a 3 1 47 . 8 4 
l<EL T.GEI\ KSlCG 12C t 7530) 2(.4 5 0 54.3 1 
J<EL T-GEI\ KS1C6 13C t a160) 24.2 2 2 52 . 0 1 
l< EL THI\ KS109 127 
' 
7<;7(1 25.6 2 2 50 . 3 2 
J<EL TGE~ KS115 15C I 942() 29.8 3 0 48.3 3 
.L YNK.S LX 412C 148 t <;29CI 23.7 3 1 54.0 1 
.l YI'\K.S LX 4220 126 (. 791CI 23.7 2 1 47 . 8 4 
.l YI\K.S LX 433C 13<; t 873CI 29.7 3 0 53.3 4 
LCCATION LISTING CF ENTRY MEANS 
39 
TABLE ?a. CONCLUDED . EXPTz7971 
PCT PCT BUS HEL EARLY 
YIELD PCT BRCKEr-. OROPPEC WEIGI-T STALK 
fRANC t-YBRIC BU/A KG/HA I"OISTL.RE PLAt\TS EARS LBS BREAKAGE 
ti.CCU:RC'Y I"SX H 12<; ( 81001 22.5 2 1 51. 0 1 
f!CCU:RCV MSX fC 132 
' 
82901 25.4 1 0 49.3 5 
fiCCURCV P'SX 77 95 l 5<;601 27.5 2 0 19 
t'CCU:RC'V 6475 128 
' 
80401 24.8 2 0 53.5 2 
t-JGRC-TEJ<SEEC HP 23 12~ ( 78501 25.2 3 3 53.0 2 
fl IGRC-TE.KSEEC SPX 1A 142 
' 
89101 24.1 7 1 52.0 2 
fl IGRC-TEKSEEC SPX 328 128 l 80401 28.4 2 0 50 .3 3 
fl. I GRC- TEM SEE C SPX 8 117 
' 
7350 I 25.3 2 0 52.0 14 
NC• xsc;5c 124 < 77801 26.9 2 0 53.8 18 NC+ 3<;<;0 154 
' 
967CI 23.5 3 1 55. 3 1 
NC-. 42 22 131 
' 
82201 23.9 4 2 53.8 2 
lhCRTt-.RI..P KING PX49 101 ( 63401 21.3 12 0 35 
1\CIHERLP Klr-.G PX~<J 102 { 64001 22.6 9 0 55.0 23 
~CIHhRUP KING PH9A 106 
' 
66501 24.3 10 0 53.3 l't 
Il' S GClC EXP 5514 100 
' 
62801 27.1 3 0 51.8 28 
c•s l;CU: SX3344 138 
' 
86601 29.5 4 0 49.0 0 
'P-A-G sx 249 126 { 79101 23.4 3 0 54 . 0 5 
R- .. -:{; sx 277 127 
' 
79701 24.2 3 1 52.0 6 
'P-A-~ sx 397 5e 
• 
36401 23.5 3 0 55.3 75 
'PACifiC CILSEECSPCI-33 138 
' 
8660 I 23.1 3 1 53.0 2 
9ACH'H:. CllSEECSPCI-414 147 { 92301 29.0 2 1 49.0 4 
'PACI'FIC C ILSEECS PC 1-44 126 
' 
79101 20.2 4 1 56.0 0 
RACrFIC CllSEECSPCI-BC 93 ( 58401 30.4 2 0 36 
'PICKEER 33(16 123 
' 
77201 27.3 3 0 52.0 20 
'PIC":£ E R 3541 12l: ( 79101 24.6 1 1 53.0 3 
'P 10"--ER 372C 125 
' 
78501 21.7 8 0 54.0 1'o 
'PICN£ER 37eC 124 l 77801 19.9 3 2 53 .3 3 
'PRU R I& VHLEY 362 125 
' 
78501 23.6 3 0 54.5 22 
'P R U:R 1 E VAllEY 5<;~ 13l: { 85401 23.9 1 0 51. 0 5 
'flU IR IE VALLEY 6CC 122 ( 1660 I 26.2 2 0 52. 0 7 
RRAI:Rif VAllEY 16S 147 ( 92301 28.5 3 0 49 .5 3 
l'HL callN sx 110 137 
' 
86001 23.9 4 2 54.0 2 
Ulo.l CCRN sx 115 13<; ( 873C I 30.4 7 1 50.0 2 
liROJ"" TXSll~A 133 ( 83501 2c;.a 1 1 50.0 6 
l'ROJ.AN TlC58 124 
' 
77801 24.6 2 3 55 .0 4 
l'RCJ.A" Tl108 45 ( 28301 24.9 1 0 52.0 73 
"lRCJ.A" T 1120 toe ( 6780 I 29.4 3 0 49.8 11 
tijfATtiER MASTER EPX 788 124 
' 
71801 31.2 11 1 43.5 6 
tijfAT ... ER I"A5TER EFX see 121 
' 
76001 27.4 1 0 50 .3 7 
WEATt-ER MASTER EPX 973 9C l 565CI 31.3 1 0 58 
WI USC" 1016 137 ( et:CCI 25.3 6 1 55.4 2 
~ ll!SC" 14CCA 133 
' 
835CI 24.2 1 3 53.3 0 
WIUSU 1ecc 13l: ( 85401 28.7 2 0 50.0 6 
611lS(J"' 2317 128 
' 
80401 25.9 1 1 51 . 1 8 
liiiNT£RSET CH2 135 
' 
84801 23.8 3 0 53. 5 3 
WINHRSET CUB 148 (. 92901 29.3 3 1 50.3 4 
AVERAGE ALL ENTRIES 124.2 7797) 25.8 3.5 0.6 52.Q 9.6 
DIF. REQ. FOR SIG . 5% 18.7 1174) 1.5 N.S. 1.7 13 .6 
25% 11.0 691) 0.9 3.5 1.0 8 .0 
A severe storm in late July caused heavy stalk breakage wi th correspond i ng reductions 
in yield. Some entries we r e more affected than others. The stage of growth may have been 
a factor in damage. This type of storm represents an abnormal situation. This should be 
considered in interpreting the data . These data are not being included in period-of-years 
averages. 
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Custom Farm Seed 
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Tf.BLE 8a. ZONE IV IRRIGATED. SUMMARY 19-79. 
--~---~--~---~------------------------------------------------------------------------------
YIEL D 197 9 AV ER AGE 
---- ~-~--~---·----~----------------------------------------------------------------------- --
AVERAGE SCOTTS BLUFF BOX BUTT E BRCKEN BUSI-EL 
I!:RAH 1-'tBRIC BL/A KG/I-A BLIA BL/.0 MCISTURE PLANTS wEIG HT 
-~---~--~--------~--------------------------------------------------------------------------
AC:CC uc 1905 14t ( 9110 I 16t 126 21 1 57. 0 
AC:CC LC zest 139 ( 8730 I 165 112 23 1 55.7 
AIXC l:C 2951 153 ( 9t1CI 170 135 21 0 56.0 
AC:CC X 744!:1 143 ( 898CI 15<; 127 25 1 54.3 
BC-JAC 14 14 3 ( 8<;801 164 121 21 0 55.4 
8(-.JJC 28 154 ( 9t701 18 0 127 22 0 56.4 
BC-JAC 37 155 ( 973C I 179 131 25 c 54. 1 
BC-JAC 432 151 ( 948CI 189 112 25 0 54.0 
O~GILI: 832 113 ( 70901 117 108 20 1 56.4 
CA·.RG I LIJ 838 151 ( 948CI 160 141 21 1 56.1 
GEl\ EX 2119 149 ( 935CI 169 12€ 20 2 56.1 
C Et< EX 2134 12C ( 75301 147 92 24 0 54.3 
0 Eti EX 2151 152 ( 95401 182 122 22 1 54.8 
CC-CP 21CC 142 ( 891CI 154 13C 23 1 55.1 
CC-. CP 21C5 12C ( 75301 124 115 22 1 5t.7 
CC:RI\ KING 1122 137 ( 8tCOI 151 123 25 0 54.7 
Oil< ALB Xll5 14<; ( 93501 1t6 132 20 0 56.8 
CEJ<HB XL23 12<; ( 81COI 151 107 ·23 c 56.8 
CEJ<HB Xl25A 147 ( 92301 160 133 21 0 57.3 
CEJ(ALB XL32A 14 8 ( 92901 175 12C 25 c 53.7 
FCNHNI!LLE 33C 122 ( HtOI 147 97 22 0 56. 9 
RG"HN:Sll E 4CC 1-4 2 ( 89101 168 115 25 1 54.4 
fiUNK'S G-4224 15C ( 94201 17 8 122 21 1 56.9 
F UNK~S G-4315 154 ( 967CI 177 131 23 c 55.C 
fiU~K ~ S G-4323 1-'18 ( 92901 171 124 25 0 53.5 
GCU CEll. ACRES T-E 6925 138 ( 8t601 168 107 24 0 54.5 
1-'C:R I ZCN 10~ B3 ( 83501 154 111 25 1 55.1 
HC:RIZCN 131 139 ( 8730 I 163 115 25 0 53.2 
HCRIZCN 8~1 151 ( 94801 183 11 8 29 0 51.3 
HC!RIZCN 87C 14C ( 87<;01 180 1CC 31 c 50.9 
KE.UTHN KS1CO 125 ( 7e50 I 151 98 21 l 57. 6 
14UHEN KS1C2 151 ( 948CI 183 119 25 0 53. 8 
K E.IJ T G EN KS<;4 13C ( 8160 I 137 123 21 0 58.5 
LYI\KS LX 4C20 t24 ( 11e0 I 141 107 21 1 57.7 
LY~KS LX 4050 135 ( 84€01 159 111 20 1 55.8 
l Yf.4KS LX 4120 158 ( 9<;2CI 182 134 24 1 54. 0 
MC:C U RC"'l IllS X 37 141 ( 885CI 156 126 20 1 56.0 
MC:CURC't liS X 42 158 ( 99201 1E5 13C 23 1 55.2 
IIICCURC.'t 559f 112 1108001 201 14 2 24 (' 55.0 
MCCURC't f475 15C ( <;42CI 178 122 25 0 54.9 
NC-+ 29<;9 155 ( 97301 183 126 25 1 53.8 
1\C+ 33 154 ( 9t701 179 129 24 0 54.3 
1\CRTI-RI.JP KI NG PX24 135 ( 84ECI 156 113 19 1 55.6 
NC:RT HRUP KING PX37 15C ( 94201 112 128 22 0 54.8 
NCRT I-< RUP KING PX49 152 ( 95401 172 131 21 1 57.4 
c •.;s GCUC SX11C1 148 ( 92<i01 1fe 127 21 c 57 .6 
o;s GCLC SX 11C7 154 ( 9t7CI 185 123 24 1 54.6 
P-A-G EXP 263048 15C ( 94201 161 138 22 1 58. e 
P-A-G sx 189 150 ( 94201 176 124 24 1 56.3 
P A.'YCC SX844 137 ( 8HOI 16<; 105 25 0 53.8 
P Il:II.E ER 3713 148 ( 929CI 154 142 23 0 56.0 
PIONEER 31EC 14t ( 9110 I 167 124 20 0 56.2 
PUJI\HR 39C1 154 ( 96101 11C 138 21 0 55.8 
P ICI\EER 39Cf 132 ( 82<;01 148 11t 21 0 56.4 
PRAIR IB V~LLn 1e1 uc; ( 747CI 158 8C 21 3 56.4 
PR.AIPIE VALLE't 39C 15t ( 97901 183 128 26 c 53.8 
PRA 1111 B VALLE't 43C 153 ( 9t101 183 122 23 0 54.9 
TRCJ~N TXS<i4 1C<; ( 68401 13C 88 22 0 57. 5 
TRCJAN T1CC8 141 ( 88501 159 122 22 0 58.0 
TRCJAI\ T1C58 12<; ( 81COI 14C 118 25 0 54.3 
TRCJAI\ T929 139 ( 813C I 164 114 19 1 56.4 
AVERAGE ALL ENTRIES 142. 8 8965) 165.0 120. 2 22 . 7 0.5 55. 5 
DIF . REQ. FOR SIG. 5% 22.7 1425) 31.3 22.5 2.5 N. S. 1.4 
25 13. 2 829) 18. 3 13.2 1.4 N. S. 0.8 
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TABLE 8b. ZONE IV IRRIGATED . 1975-1979. 
3Ra. ' lD HYBRID 
ACCJ JC 2951 
BO -J!.C 14 
UJ-J A: 28 
Ca.RGILL 832 
CARGILL 838 
l: =\t EX 2157 
CJ-JP 2100 
CO - OP 2105 
CORN KIN:; 1122 
FJ\IT r, , ELL:' 400 
FJ K'S G-4224 
K:'LT SEN KS 102 
I<.': LT G~N KS94 
LOlK S LX 4020 
LYNK :O LX 4120 
i'< : ·c u"o Y MSX 42 
'J C + 2999 
;~c .. 33 
·n:nHRUP KI N:; PX37 
'JJRTHRU" KI\IG PX49 
o•s GOLD SX1101 
0 ' s GOLD SX1107 
P-A- G sx 189 
PION :' ER 3713 
PIO"l c ER 3780 
P I O\I :C ER 3901 
PR AI RIE VALLEY 181 
PUI RI E VALLEY 430 
H OJA \1 TXS94 
TR OJ AN TlOOB 
TROJ AN Tl05 8 
AVERAGE ALL ENTRIES 




2 YEAR AVERAGE 




134 8 410) 
150 9420) 














145 9100 ) 
144 9D40) 
141 8850) 
l42 8910 ) 








18 . 4 1155) 
10 0 6 665) 
PCT PCT PCT WEIGHT 
MOISTURE BROKEN DROPPED LBS/BJ 
23.9 0 54.7 
22.B 0 54.4 
24.6 0 54.9 
22.7 55.2 
24.2 1 54.1 
24.5 1 53.6 
24.0 1 55.3 
24.8 1 54 .3 
27.6 0 52.8 
2'J .7 1 53 .7 
24 .1 1 55.5 
27 .o 0 52.6 
23.6 D 55.7 
23. 1 1 56 .4 
26.1 1 53.0 
2'J.3 1 53.5 
26.8 l 51 . 9 
26.8 0 53. 3 
25.8 0 52.9 
23.1 1 55.9 
22.4 0 56.2 
27.5 1 52.0 
26 .5 l 5'..2 
24.8 0 54.7 
23.2 0 54.0 
22.6 0 5'..3 
22. 1 3 55.3 
25.1 0 53.1 
24 . 8 D 55.3 
24. 1 0 5'J.1 
28.3 0 52.4 
24 . 8 0.5 54.2 
2.0 N. S. 1.6 
1.2 N. S. 0.9 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
3 YEAR AVERAGE 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
CARGILL 838 136 8540) 21.2 4 0 55.1 
t:OR"l KING 1122 140 8790) 24.1 0 0 53.9 
FJ\ITi.\IELLE 40 0 143 8980) 23.8 0 0 54.2 
LY N>:: S X 4120 141 8850) 23.2 0 0 53.'J 
: J~ + 33 1 54 9670) 23.9 2 0 53.9 
0 ' s GJ LJ SX1101 151 9480 ) 20.2 1 0 57.0 
P!JII c :' R 3780 147 9230) 20.3 1 0 5'..9 
PR A I ;< IE VALLEY 430 156 9790) 22 .3 3 0 54.2 
AVERAGE ALL ENTRIES 146. 1 ( 91 72) 22.4 1.4 0.0 54.6 
DIF. REQ . FOR SIG. 5% N. S. 1.9 1. 2 
25 % N. S. 1.1 0 0 7 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
4 YEAR o\VE RAG E 
CJ RII KIN G 1122 142 8910) 23.6 1 0 54.2 
"l:+ 33 150 9420) 24.0 2 0 54.4 
:J ' s :.; QL) SX1101 149 9350) u.s 1 0 57.1 
PI~II :: ER 37 80 145 9100) 20.1 0 54.8 
AVERAGE ALL ENTRIES 146.6 ( 9204) 21.9 1.3 0.0 55 0 1 
DIF. REQ. FOR SIG . 5% N. S. 2.0 N. S. 1.2 
25 % N. S. 1.1 N. S. 0.6 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
5 YEA R AVcRA G= 
:JR\i ~I 'IG 1122 137 8600 ) 22 .8 i 0 53.8 
NC+ 33 145 9100) 23.2 1 0 53.8 
PI o r-E ER 378 0 139 8730 l 18.8 1 0 54.4 
AVERAGE ALL ENTRIES 140 . 4 ( 8814) 21. 6 1.0 0. 0 54.0 
DIF. REQ. FOR SIG . 5% N. S. 1.7 N. S. N. S. N. S. 
25 % N. S. 0.9 N. S. N. S. N. S. 
TABLE 9a. ECOFALLOW EARLY HYBRIDS. SUMMARY 1979. 
-~--------4-----------·---------------~--------------------------------------------------------------------------------YIELD 19B AVERAGE 
------- ---~--~--------~---------------~--------------------------------------------------------------------------------AVERAGE CHEYENNE LINCOLN CUSTER ERCKEN DROPPED BuSHEL EARS/ll'll'l 
J!RAI\C HYBRIC BU/A ~G/HA BU/A BlJ/A BU/A MOISTURE PLANTS EARS WEIGHT PLANTS 
~------------~---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
ACOC uc 2851 65 ( 40801 21 90 85 22 1 2 49.3 120 
AC.OC uc 2951 68 ( 42701 27 95 81 21 0 0 50.6 118 
ACOC X 74451 68 ( 42701 17 96 90 24 1 1 50.2 115 
BO-JAC 37 68 ( 42701 21 87 91 25 0 0 48.2 1C7 
CENEX 2111 69 ( 43301 31 86 90 18 1 1 53.6 112 
CENEX 2119 10 ( 43901 33 98 80 16 0 1 51.4 1 25 
CENEX 2157 72 ( 45201 21 99 90 21 0 2 51.1 144 
FlJ~K '.S G-4288 t:2 ( 38901 21 84 76 23 1 2 49.2 116 
GCl.CEN ACRES T-E 6<;25 63 ( 3<;601 13 92 84 25 l l 47.1 110 
HC:R I ZC:Jo. 841 52 ( 32601 15 7C 72 29 2 1 49.4 107 
HO.R I ZC~ 87C t:t: ( 41401 21 101 75 33 1 1 46.0 lC5 
NO~+ 33 65 ( 40801 2C 89 85 22 0 0 50.6 1C2 
PA'YCO SX99C 61 ( 38301 19 78 85 30 l 2 48.6 105 
P UJN8ER 372C 73 ( 45801 29 98 91 19 l 1 51.0 ll.4 
P ICNEE:R 3732 73 ( 45801 23 99 96 18 c 1 51.7 129 
PI· ON EE:R 39Cl 74 ( 46501 23 108 91 17 c 2 51.3 129 
PION H E.R 39Ct: 69 ( 43301 29 89 90 16 c 1 53.2 116 
TRIJJAN TXS102 71 I 44t:OI 22 98 93 23 1 0 49.1 1C6 
TRCJAI\ TXS94 12 ( 45201 29 96 90 19 1 2 51.8 106 
TROJAN T1C58 67 ( 42101 3C 87 84 25 1 1 51.1 107 
TRCJAI\ T929 68 ( 42701 21 89 87 16 0 2 52.2 110 
AVERAGE ALL ENTRIES 67.4 ( 4231) 24.3 91.9 86.0 21.9 0.6 1 . 1 50.3 114.4 
OIF. REQ. FOR SIG. 5% 9. 5 ( 596) 8.8 11.8 8.9 4.3 N.S. N.S. 2.5 19.8 
25% 5.5 ( 345) 5.1 6.9 5.2 2.5 N. S. N.S. 1.4 11.2 
Bushel weight from Cheyenne County. 




TABLE 9b. ECOFALLOW. EARLY HYBRIDS. 1977-1979. 
YIEL D 
BU/A KS/HA 
PCT PCT PCT 
HYBR I D MOISTURE BROKEN DROPPED 
2 YEAR AVE RAG E 
' CC O JC 2951 47 ( 2450) 15. 8 1 
c= EY 2 ! 11 47 ( 29 50) 14.4 2 
cc: ::x 21 ?7 46 ( 2890) 18.9 0 
j·-1 : -+ 33 47 ( 29 50) 17. 5 1 
P I 0 ~ ER 3720 52 ( 32 60) 15.2 2 
P I J'J L ~ R 3901 55 ( 3450} 12.7 1 
n.oJ N TXS102 50 ( 3140) 18 . 5 1 
1 1. OJ ,; l TXS 9 4 52 ( 3260) 14.2 z 
HJ J N Tl. 0 '5 R 47 ( 2950) 1::).7 0 
AVERAGE ALL ENTRIES 49.2 ( 3089) 16. 3 1.1 
DIF. REQ. FOR SIG. 5% N. S. 3.4 N. S. 
25 % 3.9 ( 245) 1.9 N. S. 
3 YEAR AVEK.AGE 
:+- 33 60 3770) 17.8 1 
T~ J .6. \1 TXS10 2 65 4080) 1 8 .8 0 
AVERAGE ALL ENTRIES 62.6 ( 3930) 18.3 0.5 
0 IF . REQ. FOR SIG. 5% N. S. N. S. N. S. 
25 % 4.5 ( 283) 0.7 N. S. 
Location of tests (counties): 1977 Cheyenne; 1978 Cheyenne, Lincoln, Dundy; 














1 . 5 
N. S. 
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Agricultural Research for All of Nebraska 
* 
• Northwest Agricultural Laboratory 
Al liance 
* Northeast Station , Concord ) 
Panhandle Station 
Scottsbluff 
• Sandhil l Agr icu ltural Laboratory 
Tryon 
• Genoa Farm (Foundation Seed), Genoa 
* Field Laboratory , Mead 
* North Platte Stat ion, North Platte ' • Horn ing State Farm (Forestry) 
• High Plains Agricultural 
._ ____ Laboratory, Sidney 
T he agricultural research division of the Insti-
tute of Agriculture and Nat ural Resources is the 
Nebraska Agricultural Experiment Station. The 
Experiment Station relies on its research centers 
and field labora tories to provide applied knowl-
edge for development of Nebraska's larges t in-
dustry-agriculture. In addition, many Nebraska 
farmers cooperate by furnishing land and other 
fac iliti es for research proj ects. This provides 
information from areas not well r epresented by 
stat ions. 
The Cooperative Extension Service transmits 
data to users through District and County Ex-
University of 0 
Nebraska, East 
Campus, Lincoln 




Roger 's Memoria l Farm 
10 mile' ••t' Uooolc 
• Dalbey-Halleck Farm , Virg inia 
tension Offices. Area and County Extension 
Agents are available to provide additional inter-
pretation and more specific recommendations. 
ebraska is a large state and has great varia-
tion due to topography and the continental type 
of dim ate. The eleva tion ranges from J ,000 feet 
to near a mile high in the north west portion of 
the sta te, r ainfa ll varies from 14 to 40 inches per 
year, and the soi l types va ry from sands to heavy 
clays. The research program thus is broad in 
subject m atter and geograph y, resulting in the 
n eed for various sta tions and sa tellite loca tions. 
The Cooperative Extension Service provides information and educational 
programs to all people without regard to race, color or national origin. 
